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Barbour ABI to
Work with BCIS 

Confidence at 3 Year High, as 64% of Roofers Had to
Turn Work Away in 2015

Cost and pricing information

specialists, Building Cost

Information Service (BCIS) are

teaming up with industry analysts,

Barbour ABI to provide the

construction industry with the

latest information on construction

costs. 

As providers of construction

intelligence, Barbour ABI has been

asked to request project data on

behalf of BCIS, which is part of the

Royal Institution of Chartered

Surveyors. The resultant cost

information will be used

anonymously to feed into the BCIS

Online service, and will feature in

the ‘BCIS Benchmark Reports’,

which allow data suppliers to gain

insight when comparing their

project costs with similar schemes

from the BCIS database. 

Adam Valentine, Group Content

Director at Barbour ABI said “As a

business we have a long-standing

history with the construction

sector, and are very well

positioned to work with BCIS to

further help develop their insightful

cost and pricing findings. We are

looking forward to a long and

prosperous relationship with BCIS,

which, in turn, will have a

significant effect in helping the

sector forecast future project costs. 

Marianne Chowdhury, Head of

Data Collection at BCIS

commented: “We are looking

forward to working with Barbour

ABI on data collection to maintain

the up-to-date, relevant and

accurate building cost data

available to BCIS subscribers. This

is going to have a positive effect

on the industry and our

subscribers by increasing the

sample sizes which underpin the

service we provide.”

l 64% of roofers have had to turn down work in the past year

l 39% of roofers faced more pressure last year 

l Over half (60%) of roofers are confident about business for the year ahead – the highest level of confidence

seen in three years

l 45% earned more in 2015 than in 2014 

l 29% would not encourage a young person to join their industry, compared to 14% saying the same in 2015

l Nearly a third (31%) of roofers now regularly work evenings and weekends, up on last year (25%)

Confidence at its highest level for three years, with 60% of roofers saying they feel confident about the year

ahead, according to the third annual Healthcheck of the UK’s trade professions, undertaken by ECIS, the

employee benefits company for the construction industry.  But behind this upbeat outlook is a workforce under

immense strain with 39% of those surveyed saying their business was under increased pressure to fulfil

contracts.

Reflecting the increased demand for their skills, many roofers saw their work/life balance tip heavily towards

work in 2015. The survey found that nearly a third of roofers had to regularly work evenings and weekends in

2015 with 80% saying they had felt more pressure to do so in the last year.

But despite working longer hours, shockingly, 64% had to turn work away in 2015 and 36% resorted to

unskilled labour to help fulfill contracts. 

Earnings

Even more galling for roofers is that the hard work did not equate to higher earnings for all.  The survey found

that 45% earned more in 2015 than in the year before, a slight decrease from the 46% who earned more in 2014

compared to 2013. 

Commenting on this year’s Healthcheck, Phil Scarrett, Sales and Marketing Director for ECIS, says, “Despite a

slight fall in earnings, roofers are generally feeling more confident about 2016 than they did this time last year.

And you can see why, with a series of major construction projects underway and the knock-on effects of this;

plus a focus by the UK Government on housebuilding.  Just in the past week we have seen new proposals to

create competition for handling planning applications and a fast track application process.

“However, the fact that 29% of roofers would not encourage young people to enter the industry underlines the

struggle many people in the trade are facing between earning a living, managing customer demands and

having a life outside of work.  There is no shortage of work to go around, but serving that demand is evidently

a source of significant pressure for tradespeople – so much so that 36% have had turn to unskilled labour.

“This can add further pressure in terms of training and ensuring people taken on have the right level of

competence to undertake the work needed.  2015 saw the introduction of the new Construction Design and

Management Regulations which puts new requirements on the roofing sector to support risk management and

part of this is having the right people for the right job at the right time. For many roofers, this is so much easier

said than done but it’s vital that tradespeople remain focused on health and safety and where necessary take

the brave and difficult decision to turn work away.”

SPV achieves Highest Quality Assurance
Accolade
SPV Group, the Walsall-based refurbishment specialists, has announced that

following a recent rigorous audit of their Management System by ACM, they

are now certified to the ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and BS OHSAS 18001

standards. 

Director, Kate Whatley said the achievement is a great accomplishment for

the whole business: “It has taken us over a year to achieve all accreditations

but we deemed it all necessary as part of our growth strategy. 

This achievement ensures that our clients can be assured we are operating

a robust and efficient management system which ensures best practice

throughout our services. Furthermore, the accolade will also enhance our

both our service offering and credibility within the industry.”

Foreign-Language Versions of
BS5534 Guide
John Brash & Co Ltd is producing versions of its guide to BS5534 in

foreign languages – starting with one in Polish.

The guide was an instant hit on publication last summer with an

initial print run of 20,000, which was distributed through UK builders’

merchants.

An extra 10,000 copies were printed to cope with demand and now a

further 6,000 in Polish are published following merchants and

contractor demand, particularly in London and the South East.

Chairman, Christian Brash, said “The reaction has been incredible,

and we are delighted that the guide has become the lynchpin to

adoption and understanding of BS5534:2014. We had to print an extra

run, and we have listened to feedback from the industry, which is

why we have now produced our first foreign-language version in

Polish.”

The guide can be ordered via www.johnbrash.co.uk and copies will be

available through the network of JB-Red stockists.

New Dry Fix Standard BS8612
Following the BS5534 and NHBC technical standards requirements

for use of dry fix systems, a British Standard for the mechanically

fixed systems is being developed for the first time.

The variation in quality and performance of dry fix products has led

to some reported product failures, such as insecurely fixed ridge tiles

and unadhered ridge rolls. 

The BSI roofing committee is now working on the new Standard,

expected to be called BS8612 and coming into effect at the end of the

year.  It will stipulate quality levels of, amongst others, performance,

longevity, mechanical fixing, weather tightness of dry fox materials.

It looks set to include verges, ridges and hips but not valleys or

eaves.

Gavin White, Product Manager at Marley Eternit said “As one of the

first manufacturers to introduce dry fix more than 30 years ago, we

fully support the new Standard.  We believe that, like BS 5534, it will

further help to make pitched roofing in the UK more secure. “

IKO PLC Sponsors Motorbase at British
Touring Car Championship
IKO PLC is sponsoring the

Motorbase Performance team in the

2016 Dunlop MSA British Touring

Car Championship (BTCC). The Ford

Focus STs, driver uniforms, team

trucks and clothing will all be

branded with IKO’s insulation

product IKO enertherm. 

The BTCC is the UK’s biggest motor

racing championship and the 59th season will visit 10 different tracks in

England and Scotland with the official launch at Donnington Park,

Leicestershire, on 22nd March. 

Andy Williamson, Group Managing Director for IKO PLC said: “Like IKO,

the teams who enter the BTCC focus on improving performance every year,

with remarkable results. Motorbase examines every aspect of the race – cars,

drivers, track and more – to do things you wouldn’t think possible, just as

enertherm does.”

LSA Training Centre Open Day
The Lead Sheet Association is throwing open its doors to its Training and

Technical Centre at East Peckham in Kent on Wednesday 20th April 2016

between11.30-2.30pm.

Visitors will be able to go behind the scenes to see the facilities and hear

about courses from one-day seminars to Level 3 apprenticeships. Attendees

will also be able to find out about funding, including details of grants and

other financial support to make training cost-effective. Even experienced

leadworkers can convert their skills to nationally recognised qualifications

through On-Site Assessments and the new Specialist Upskilling Programme.

The LSA’s team of technical officers will be available, as will be experts

from the NSAC and CITB. To book a place email jo@leadsheet.co.uk. For

more information call 01622 872432.

http://www.johnbrash.co.uk
mailto:jo@leadsheet.co.uk
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Fall protection specialists, Latchways hosted Devizes MP and Minister for Rail, Claire

Perry, at a recent open day at its HQ in Devizes, the first official event since its acquisition

by US safety firm, MSA Safety. The company was showcasing its approach to R&D,

engineering and its commitment to its workforce.

Latchways fall protection system projects include New York’s Grand Central Station, the

new Doha airport in Qatar and the Olympic Stadium in London.

Chief Operating Officer for Latchways, Gavan Duffs aid “Latchways here in Devizes will

become a centre of excellence for engineered fall protection systems. The innovation here

will be used as a springboard to accelerate growth, both in employment and market share.

We will be adding 17 new products to our portfolio in the next 12-18 months

complementing the MSA range.”

Latchways Celebrates with Open Day 

Howells Does its Bit to
Address Skills Shortage
Howells Patent Glazing, rooflight and roof lantern

manufacturer, is doing its bit to address the skills

shortage by offering NVQ’s to all of their staff in

conjunction with Dudley College. 

Undertaking workplace NVQ’s has become an

important part of the company’s working

environment, as Howells sees their investment in

staff as part of an enrichment programme to ensure

job satisfaction and staff retention.

According to The Employer Skills Survey,

manufacturing businesses like Howells are most

likely to encounter skills shortages when looking to

recruit suitable candidates for their roles in the

industry, accounting for 30% of hard-to-fill

manufacturing vacancies. 

Debbie Willetts, Company Secretary said, “Our

long-term growth strategy isn’t just about

processes; it’s about developing our staff by

building on their qualifications and in turn, passion

for our business”.

Starting as a family-run business, Howells has over

40 years of experience in the industry.

David Preston Remembered
25th December 1946 -19th January 2016

They Built London 
The Worshipful Company of Tylers and

Bricklayers has published a detailed history of

the organisation called ‘They Built London’, at

the start of its 600th anniversary celebrations. 

While there are recorded activities of the Guild

in City archives prior to 1416, it is to this year

that Dr Penny Hunting’s research for the new

book traces the Company’s first Master. 

But the establishment of the ‘art’ or ‘misterie’ of

roof tiling was not a smooth progress. In later

medieval times, tilers and bricklayers were

often regarded as nothing more than rogues and

villains who took advantage of every natural

disaster, such as fire and plague, to put up the

prices of their goods and labour. 

Indeed, in 1461, Edward IV declared that tilers

of the City of London should be regarded as

common labourers, and not incorporated as a

guild or Livery company.  The inevitable

happened: roofing tiles were of such poor

quality that instead of lasting forty or fifty years,

as they used to do, they weren’t even good for

three or four.  The rogues made busy!  Six years

later, following a petition to the Mayor, the

l-r: Lauren Forbes, Scott Wilson, Stewart Wark, Michael McCormack, Steven Mullen, Ryan Beaton,

Dylan Hamilton and Lindsay Kemp (Training Supervisor)

Six Roofing Apprentices Complete Offsite Training
Forster Roofing’s second tranche of six apprentices has successfully completed the off-site

training part of a new Modern Apprenticeship (NVQ) qualification in Roofing, developed for

new-build housing.

Faced with a reducing level of talent in the industry, Forster last year launched its own in-

house Skills Academy. Pioneered by Maureen Douglas, Group HR Director, the two year

integrated training programme combines on the job structured learning with

contextualised off-site training at Forster’s purpose-built training centre in Brechin.

Maureen, who is also a CITB Board member said: “To address the shortage of suitably

skilled trades, we created the specialist modern apprenticeship with other roofing

contractors supported by the NFRC, CITB and South Lanarkshire College. We deliver the

specialist apprenticeship from our own Skills Academy in two week residential blocks.

This allows our full-time trainer to embed the Forster standards of workmanship and

enable the apprentices to complete their off-site training together. The programme has

already been a resounding success and is being developed further to enable the up skilling

and re-skilling of experienced workers.”

   In 2015 Forster Roofing took on a total of 12 Modern Apprentices through the newly built

Academy. With a further 12 apprentices to be taken on this year, the company is on-track

to achieve its target of recruiting 24 apprentices before the end of 2016. 

David Preston will always be remembered for his

invaluable contribution to the roofing sector. As a

founder member and employee with Hugenot Fenal

(HF GB) Ltd in the role of UK Marketing and Sales

he helped to establish the company now known as

Imerys Roof Tiles, the market leader in France.

David was employed by Imerys Roof Tiles from

June 1992, using his professional marketing skills,

and building the UK sales and distribution function

with a network of independent stockists that are

still in existence today. 

The extent to which stockists worked in

partnership with David is a testiment to his

enthusiastic approach to business. His

achievement of making the French company a

major supplier in the UK pitched roof market today

will never be forgotten by all employees of the

Export Division in France, as well as his old

colleagues and friends in the UK who greatly

valued his knowledge and expertise.

David possessed excellent presentation skills, and

a great sense of humour.

He was one of the rare true characters within the

roofing sector and will be sadly missed by anyone

who had the privilege of meeting or working with

him.

BOHS, the Chartered Society for Worker Health

Protection, has urged construction managers to

join experts as they plan for better health in the

construction sector at a one-day conference on 27

April 2016 at The Grand Central Hotel in Glasgow.

Running as part of the Society’s Breathe Freely

campaign aimed at controlling exposures to

prevent occupational lung disease in the

construction industry, the event is also supporting

the Lighthouse Club, a charity which provides

emergency financial aid to families in the

construction industry following a crisis. 

To book or find out more visit http://bit.ly/22s85An

Better Health for
Construction Conference franchise was restored to the Fellowship

of the Craft of Tilers.  An Act of

Parliament in 1477 regulated the

manufacture of tiles and bricks and fixed

standards and statutory dimensions for

different tile types.

Fast forward six hundred years to the

publication of a definitive history of The

Worshipful Company of Tylers and

Bricklayers:  ‘They Built London’.  The

book marks the start of the Tylers’ and

Bricklayers’ celebrations of its 600th year

as a properly constituted Company.  More

information can be found at

www.tylersandbricklayers.co.uk..

Capital Safety recently held an information day at their

spectacular premises near the northern Derbyshire Peaks.

Visitors were shown the crucial differences to be found in fall

protection harnesses and witnessed a demonstration of the types

of forces a harness must withstand in the event of a fall. They

were also given the opportunity to climb the 30m high wind

turbine, to be lowered to ground level by harness.

Capital Safety’s origins lie in the sports climbing business.

Building on their success advising and training utilities

operatives to work at height, the company extended its fall

protection expertise in the wind turbine and roofing sectors,

moving into their Greenfield training site in 2005. With six

instructors at Greenfield, and a further two sites in Edinburgh

and London, the company was taken over by 3M last year.

Capital Safety Demonstrates Expertise

http://bit.ly/22s85An
http://www.tylersandbricklayers.co.uk
http://www.breathefreely.org.uk/one-day-conference.html
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According to the Health & Safety Executive (HSE), working at height remains one

of the biggest causes of fatalities and major injuries. Employers and employees

have a legal duty to take reasonable care of themselves and others who may be

affected by their actions and the HSE requires all employers to follow a hierarchy

of control measures. The first of these is to avoid working at height wherever

possible. If that is impossible, the employer must take precautions, using

equipment and/or other measures to eliminate or minimise risk. However, it can

be difficult for an employer to know that their precautions are effective. This

situation is exacerbated by the fact that there are many myths associated with

working at height, some of which can actually reduce, rather than enhance, safety.

Myth one: it’s CE marked, so it must be safe

One of the greatest myths prevalent within the world of working at height is the

belief that if your personal protective equipment is CE marked then it must be safe

to use. This can stem from a lack of knowledge and a desire to procure the

cheapest solution. Too often, companies may focus on meeting minimum

legislative or site requirements, without understanding the requirement of the task

in detail. Really focused manufacturers will make sure they go well beyond this to

improve performance, longevity, comfort and functionality, using parameters that

exceed the compliance minimums.

Myth two: all PFPS suit all jobs

Too few purchasers of personal fall protection systems (PFPS) actually understand

how the equipment works, its capabilities and limitations. There is no ‘one-size-

fits-all’ solution, and when PFPS are used incorrectly, the level of risk to those

working at height can actually increase. 

The increase in risk does not only stem from the equipment being inappropriate.

For example, a worker using PFPS that they believe to be suitable, may be less

vigilant around risks than they would be if they knew the actual (low or non-

existent) extent of protection. In fact, while there are various systems available,

none is sufficient alone. The key systems are:

Restraint:  restraint equipment involves a positioning system that holds the worker

in place while keeping his or her hands free to work. While restraint or positioning

equipment may be used to prevent a worker from reaching a fall hazard position, it

is not specifically designed to arrest a fall.

Suspension: suspension equipment, such as a cradle, lowers and supports the

worker while providing a hands-free work environment. Again, a suspension

system’s components are not designed to arrest a free fall, so using a back-up fall

arrest system is critical.

Fall arrest: if there is any risk that a worker may fall from an elevated position, a

fall arrest system is required.  Fall arrest systems activate only when the actual fall

occurs and typically consist of a full-body harness with a shock-absorbing lanyard

or retractable lifeline, an anchor point and a means of rescue.

Rescue/retrieval: in the event of an arrested fall, retrieval equipment is needed to

rescue a worker bringing them to safety. This equipment can either allow for self-

rescue or rescue by a co-worker or rescue team, depending on the particular

situation. Devices include tripods, davit arms, winches and comprehensive rescue

systems.

Choosing the correct PFPS is, however, merely the first step. The PFPS must also

suit the person using it; they must feel comfortable with the equipment, able to

use it easily and it must not interfere with their work.

Myth three: it’s not necessary to inspect equipment before
every use

As with all PFPS, stringent inspection and maintenance regimes for

PFPS are as important to worker safety as choosing the right

system in the first place. Regulation 12 of the Work at Height

(WAH) regulations sets out duties for the inspection of equipment.

While it does not give information about the criteria for individual

products, it does offer general advice on inspection regimes and

information on the frequency, procedure and level of detail of

inspections, as well as the type of records that must be kept. In

addition to what is needed under the WAH regulations, there are

also requirements for inspection in BS EN 365:2004 (the British

Standard for personal protective equipment against falls from a

height) and recommendations in BS 8437: 2005 (code of practice for

selection, use and maintenance of PFPS) and Health & Safety

Executive Publication INDG367 (inspecting fall arrest equipment

made from webbing or rope). Product-specific inspection

requirements are provided by equipment manufacturers and should be

incorporated into the inspection regime.

There are practical reasons for ensuring that inspection is a routine part of

PFPS use. Materials used in the equipment can degrade over time

irrespective of the situation in which they are used, but a common cause of

loss or strength is through abrasion or by damage such as cuts from sharp

edges, for example. Any equipment showing signs of this type of wear

should be scrapped, as should any that has suffered a high shock load.

Equipment should be checked before every use, preferably by the worker

using it. The process need only take a few minutes, but should include a

detailed visual check of webbing, rope or any other textile element, and a

check on the function of components such as connectors, anchor line

devices, buckles on harnesses, descending and ascending devices and

retractable-type fall arresters.

Myth four: there’s no need for specific training

Fatal falls are not just the result of a lack of proper safety equipment. They

can equally result from the absence of training and/or a lack of operative

understanding of how to use it and why it is important. The best PFPS in

the world may not keep workers safe unless they are trained to use it. All

employers in the construction industry should provide training programmes

tailored to specific job tasks and the environment in which they are carried

out. Training sessions should not be confined solely to the individual piece

of PFPS but should encompass:

n Identification, elimination and control of potential fall hazards

n Regular inspection, use and maintenance of PFPS

n Carrying out the routine of a fall protection plan

n Compliance with applicable industry standards.

The WAH regulations require anybody using personal PFPS to be properly

trained by a ‘competent person’; so every company should identify

competent persons to oversee its fall protection plan, conduct appropriate

training and ensure all employees are properly prepared before starting work.

The breadth of fall risk mitigation solutions is ever expanding, through

technological and material advancement. The effectiveness of PFPS in

mitigating the specific risk identified must always be very carefully

considered. Falling is seriously unpleasant at best, catastrophic at worst and

generally, in many work environments foreseeable, so research into the

correct equipment, and investment in training to ensure its correct

deployment is crucial. 

Capital Safety's industry-leading products and solutions, which

include harnesses, lanyards, self-retracting lifelines and engineered

systems.

Capital Safety was acquired by 3M in August 2015. For more

information, visit: www.capitalsafety.com. For more information on

the Capital Safety training services, visit www.capitalsafety-

training.com/uk

Enquiry 48

Demystifying the Myths Behind Working at Height 

Stuart Linnitt, Global Engineered Systems Manager at Capital Safety, a 3M company 
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For over 45 years the roofing design of many UK industrial, commercial and

residential buildings has featured a selection of flat roofing, often incorporating

skylights, ventilation outlets and many other details. Recently, for both newbuilds

and refurbishments, there has been a growing trend towards using tougher, longer-

lasting cold-applied liquid thermoset resin flat roofing systems, based on either

unsaturated polyester (UP), polyurethane (PU) or polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)

resin chemistries. Cold-applied liquid resin systems typically not only perform

better long-term, but are considerably safer to install than heated liquid bitumen or

flame torch-applied bitumen-based felt systems. Indeed, some public building

projects no longer allow the use of hot roofing systems due to health and safety

regulations and continued occupancy imperatives.    

Nowadays, the specification of modern glass fibre reinforced (GRP) unsaturated

polyester resin (UPR) systems using materials specially developed and approved for

flat roofing, is increasingly favoured by architects and house builders. Well-

informed specifiers understand that not all GRP systems are the same, and that

quality can only be guaranteed if a fully qualified installer is used, as well as ‘fit for

purpose’ materials which have been tested and approved by recognised industry

bodies.  

From the design side, the aesthetics of an installed GRP flat roof is a

straightforward issue since the visible topcoat tends to be supplied pre-pigmented

in a choice of light or dark grey colours to blend with or mimic more traditional

roofing materials, including slate and lead. Using a modern, industry-approved GRP

system is now well-accepted and the preferred choice as a cost-effective, long-

lasting, maintenance-free solution, especially for small to medium-sized flat and

pitched roofs, which with the right system and installer, can be guaranteed for 25

years. 

Using fibreglass for flat roofing has not always had the best of reputations due to a

proliferation in the early years of unqualified installers, many with limited technical

knowledge about suitable materials to use or any proper training in

the correct mixing and application of the GRP system. Confidence

in using GRP for flat roofing has grown significantly within the

construction sector due the involvement of recognised independent

bodies and associations, setting clear guidelines and building

standards to support the long-term guarantees offered with quality

GRP flat roofing systems.  

Standards and building approvals are now in place and maintained

by independent bodies in the UK such as the British Board of

Agrément (BBA), the National House Building Council (NHBC),

and the National Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC) with its

‘Competent Roofer’ scheme.  

Designers and specifiers use the information provided in BBA

certificates to give them unbiased data on product performance and

to minimise any building regulation compliance issues on site.

BBA certified products for flat roofing must undergo full product

and process control testing, with data to prove that the product

meets the building standards required and are fully compatible

with OSB board and other materials typically used to construct a

flat roof. 

For new homes, the NHBC, along with the NHBC Foundation, has

established its own approval for GRP roof waterproofing system -

NHBC Standards 2011, Part 7 Roofs, section 7.1 for flat roofs and

balconies and 7.2 for pitched roofs. This Standard stipulates that the

roof must be installed and maintained in accordance with BBA

certification for GRP flat roofing systems. 

Complementing this NHBC standard, and the BBA’s certification,

is the NFRC’s strict code of practice, along with site inspections

Not All GRP Flat Roofing Systems Are the

Same
Nigel O'Dea BSc.,  Consultant, Scott Bader

Enquiry 2
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and independent vetting of installers, to ensure that approved GRP systems are

professionally fitted by qualified and fully trained individuals.   

Key specifications

It is worth emphasising that not all GRP flat roofing systems currently available

are the same with respect to performance and building standards ratings.

Depending on the specifications, and the GRP system producer, commercially

available GRP roofing systems using a UPR laminating resin and topcoat can offer

a 10-25 year materials warranty, along with other performance specifications to

meet building regulations, such as fire standards. 

For specifiers looking for a long-term, high-quality GRP flat roofing solution with

approvals, then the speciation should include a number of key aspects to enable

quality and performance to be guaranteed. Key criteria in a resin manufacturer’s

specifications to consistently attain the highest quality standards for a flat roofing

GRP liquid system should include producing an orthophthalic UP laminating resin

batch manufactured from 100% ‘virgin’ material, not a blended resin with any

recycled materials added. It should have ‘hardness reducing’ additives included in

the resin specification to give more flexibility and inherent toughness to the cured,

solid GRP system once installed, which makes the topcoat less prone to cracking

if walked upon and more resistant to impact damage.  As well as the back-up

resin, the quality of the exposed topcoat of a GRP roofing system is critical to

long-term performance, being the outer protection barrier layer against the

elements to keep the roof watertight. 

To be able to provide a 25 year+ weathering performance, top quality GRP flat roof

system topcoats tend to specify a higher quality isophthalic (Iso) grade topcoat

base resin, formulated with special UV additives and using coloured pigments

which can withstand prolonged exposure to sunlight, rain and seasonal

temperature extremes. In some cases, manufacturers offer additional

fire retardancy properties, by also including fire retardant additives in

the topcoat production specification. Some of the best systems

currently available include an FR topcoat as standard, which will

pass the BS476 - Part 3 'External Fire Exposure Roof Test', so helping

roofing installers and building contractors avoid the risk of not

meeting fire safety legislation and building regulations. In addition,

having efficient drainage to minimise standing water puddling, and

preventing surface cracking damage to avoid subsequent water

ingress and leakage problems, are key considerations when

specifying a suitable flat roofing system. 

GRP flat roofing has come a long way over the last decade or so, and

the road has not always been smooth in reaching the technically

innovative and sophisticated systems now on offer. As long as

specifiers keep in mind that not all GRP systems are the same and

remember to look out for the most important areas that distinguish

high-quality systems – virgin resin materials, hardness reducing and

fire retardant additives, quality topcoat and all necessary certification

– GRP flat roofing is set to continue to hold its place as a valued flat

roofing option.

Scott Bader was established in 1921.  Today it is a US$ 287m

global chemical company, employing over 650 people. It is a

common trusteeship company, having no external shareholders,

with a strong commitment to supporting its customers, workforce

and the environment.  For further information call 01933 666638,

visit www.scottbader.com or e-mail  enquiries@scottbader.com.

http://www.scottbader.com
mailto:enquiries@scottbader.com
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Participate in Legislation 

It Affects Us All

Legislation is a hot topic.

The current Brexit debate, which will lead us all to

participate in the Referendum on 23rd June this year

is about many things: it’s about the way we choose to

live our lives as a nation; it’s about who we want to

come into the UK, in what circumstances and for how

long; it’s also about how much tax we contribute and

how it is spent; it’s about our infrastructure and how

it’s funded. The question will come down to what we

feel is going to be the best route for the UK to prosper

in the long-term, and the best way to deliver it.

Ultimately, it’s about how we legislate – and who

legislates - on behalf of the people - and which variety

of democracy we want to live under.

In comparison to many parts of the world, the fact that

we have this choice makes us very privileged and, like

many mature democracies, we tend to take it for

granted. We grumble and moan about all the things

we disagree with concerning new rules and

regulations, but how many of us are actually prepared

to get involved to try and make a difference?

As in life, so in business. 

We tend to leave these things to ‘people who know

best’, but who are these people? The reality is -as the

individuals and companies responsible for roofing

installations - we are the people who know best! Why,

then, do we take this somewhat passive approach,

and then live with the consequences of what others

provide us with?

Can I firstly say, that this article is in no way an

attack on those well-meaning and, in many cases,

well-informed bodies and individuals that help

produce new legislation. It’s far more of a plea for

those of us that are engaged in the profession to get

involved in areas that affect us day-in and day-out,

areas that we can rightly claim to know more about

than anyone else.

The manufacturing sector is very good at participation

in legislative issues and this is a positive part of the

process; we can, and do, work very closely with our

suppliers in this respect. Manufacturers have the

benefit of operating as ‘hubs of knowledge’, whereas,

as contractors, we tend to operate more as ‘spokes on

the wheel’; we are more disparate and therefore distilling our views can be more

problematic.

So, a word here about our representative bodies: the National Federation of Roofing

Contractors (NFRC) the Institute of Roofing (IOR) and the Single Ply Roofing

Association (SPRA), have an excellent pedigree in this respect. They have access and

influence to key decision-makers and legislators, and when those agencies want a

view from ‘the roofing contractor’, they are invariably the people who are contacted.

The good news is that trade representatives are eager for your input. They have

structures, feedback mechanisms and committees designed just for this purpose – so

why not engage?

In recent months, we have seen BS5534 being introduced as the dominant piece of

new legislation that will affect the installation of roofing over the next decade. Can

each of us say, with honesty, that we a) understand it fully and, b) we contributed our

views to it? If not, then why not, as we shall certainly be living with it, and its

consequences, for the foreseeable future.

In general terms, BS5534 seems, from my perspective, to be a largely sensible and

applicable document, but as always, there are certain issues that we would like to see

amended to recognise the practicalities of installation, and in this we have had

excellent support from our trade bodies.

So, my appeal to you, is to get involved. No matter what level of the industry you are

operating at, you have a view that is worth contributing. 

Ultimately, as the saying goes ‘people get the legislation (government) they deserve’

and the same is true for sectors of industry. Let’s try and make sure we get good

representative legislation for the UK roofing sector.

“Nearly all legislation is the result of compromise” 
Joseph Gurney Cannon

Tony Burke, Managing Director at Avonside Group Services 
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Natural slates have been the chosen roofing material for centuries, throughout most of the world,

for our homes and workplaces. However, the desirability of this product comes at a cost, in terms

of production, installation and durability. You see, quarrying slate is expensive, it is heavy to

transport and install on a roof, quite fragile to drill, nail and cut, and can easily crack on impact

once installed - all adding up to a considerable carbon footprint.

Synthetic slates could be called a modern advancement on this roofing classic, achieving an

improvement on this all-time favourite. Made from varied mixtures of plastic and rubber,

sometimes with added natural materials to enhance the look and feel, synthetic slate is not only

designed to resemble natural slate, but is also quicker to install by being able to nail directly

through the material, rather than spending extra time to drill and hang like its natural

counterpart. Added to this, special tools and skills used in natural slate roofing are not required:

synthetic slate only requires a cutting implement (like a fine-tooth saw or utility blade) and a

fixing implement (like a pneumatic nail gun or a simple hammer) during the installation process.

Because they are light in weight, synthetic slates do not require extra structural reinforcements

for roof structures or the extra manpower involved for fixing. Natural slate can weigh up to 2kg

per tile, while the average synthetic slate is around 0.7kg. Added to this, is the low-pitch

capability of synthetic slate – the lowest recommended pitch for natural slate is 20
0

whereas

some synthetic slates can go as low as 120
0

This all adds up to an expanding UK market for

synthetic slate, particularly used on insulated conservatory roofs, where both of these factors are

essential requirements.

Even though they are synthetic, these slates are extremely robust and durable; however, they

cannot match the 200+ years lifespan of natural slates. Yet, a drawback of natural slate is that it

is quite delicate and will crack under any traumatic force or foot traffic. One of the essential

properties of synthetic slate is that it can withstand quite heavy impacts, and therefore is mostly

impervious to these factors. 

Manufacture

To get to the science bit, synthetic slates are made by injection-moulding, compression, or

vacuum forming, petroleum-based materials into metal moulds, cast from natural slate. Some

brands of synthetic slate are manufactured with virgin rubber or plastic, others incorporate

recycled plastic or rubber, mineral particles or cellulose fibres. Recycled content usually consists

of high-quality, post-industrial materials; only a few incorporate post-consumer recycled

materials.

Let’s look at the benefits of synthetic slate:

n Synthetic slate is considered as a ‘green’ building 

product - even the ones that use virgin materials - 

because all types of synthetic slate can be 

recycled at the end of their useable life. 

n Synthetic slate is more colour fade-resistant than 

natural slate, as it contains advanced ultraviolet 

inhibitors to reduce sun surface wear, although 

some colour change over time is inevitable.

n Built-in safety: synthetic slate typically contains 

impact-modifiers to help withstand storm damage;

most are rigorously tested by manufacturers’ 

laboratories to withstand heavy impact (such as 

Class 4 impact resistance, the highest level for 

roofing materials). 

n Many synthetic slates also have the highest fire-

resistance rating - Class A - which means they are

effective against severe exposure to external fires, 

are not readily flammable and do not spread fire. 

However, even a Class A fire rating does not 

compare to natural slate, as this is a completely 

incombustible product, meaning that it will not 

burn, achieving the highest fire rating of all.

The Yin and Yang of Slate Products

Air TT  
available in 

120g and 150g
® Air TT 

Ondutiss Air TT 
membranes with 

integrated hot melted
 adhesive strips. 

 
   Suitable for installation   
  in all zones under the 

 updated BS5534:2014.
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On comparing the costs of conventional roofing materials, the initial cost of

installing synthetic slate falls in the middle – it is more expensive than

asphalt and sheet metal, and less expensive than clay tile and good-quality

natural slate. However, unlike the less expensive asphalt, synthetic slate roofs

can last for up to 100 years, meaning fewer repairs are needed during the

lifetime of the roof, and the majority of synthetic slate products have 40- to 50-

year warranties in place. 

When it all comes down to it, it’s a personal choice as to what you put on

the roof of your home or workplace, or indeed which material you choose to

work with as a roofing contractor. Both natural slate and synthetic slate are

equally great products, there is no yin to the others yang, and both are

destined to exist, side-by-side, in the UK roofing market for many years to

come.

Stephen Duke,  Marketing Manager of The Tapco Group

http://www.onduline.co.uk
mailto:enquiries@onduline.net
www.rainclear.co.uk
www.onduline.co.uk
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Some 12 weeks into his new role as head of the National Federation of Roofing

Contractors (NFRC), James Talman having now reviewed the functions and structure

of the organisation is setting his agenda to move it forward as a modern and relevant

association that offers all its contractor and supplier members, as well as stakeholders,

a range of tangible benefits.

Over the last decade NFRC has grown substantially, reaching a membership of over

1,200 contractors and suppliers, ensuring that the influence of the NFRC spreads

widely throughout the UK roofing sector.

The latest revision of BS5534 is case in point. NFRC was one of the principle bodies

responsible for the development of BS5534, receiving input from both contractors and

suppliers fed into the NFRC Slating and Tiling Committee. After it was published,

NFRC went onto conduct one of its biggest membership projects to date, training all of

its members who undertake slating and tiling work on the British Standard for free.

Manufacturers and merchant members, as well as the Roof Training Groups, were

instrumental in the implementation of the training. 

This is both the strength and challenge of NFRC – its grass-root membership and

structural organisation mean that it is essentially grounded in the daily experiences of

its contractor members and their operational needs. Those needs are fed up through the

regional committees, then the national technical committees and, ultimately, to the

federations’ management board. Each regional manager feeds ideas and policy

suggestions from their area to their regional peers. Policy proposals are agreed and

presented to the national board, made up of elected regional chairpersons who are

mostly managing directors of local roofing companies who volunteer their services. The

regional committees each have a remit – including training, technical issues, health

and safety – as well as covering the full spectrum of roofing disciplines. James intends

that there will be guaranteed attendance numbers to achieve a good balance between

contractors and suppliers. He is also keen to see more diversity among the committee

membership as well as on NFRC management board. The challenge comes in driving

through modernisation in such a weighty organisational structure. 

“I see it as an extended family,” James said. And, belonging to a family, while an

essential need for most of us, can have its issues.  “My sensitivity gene twitches a bit.

Some of our volunteers eat and breathe NFRC, which we must never forget and

incorporate in an efficiently run organisation,” James adds. 

Another area James is keen to work on in the coming months, is implementing his

umbrella vision of UK roofing. This vision is to see the sector working in unison to

common principles and standards of, amongst others, product standards, design, health

and safety, sustainability, diversity, and the promotion of roofing as a vibrant

professional sector. 

Other roofing associations, such as the Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing Association,

Single Ply Roofing Association, National Association of Rooflight Manufacturers and

the Institute of Roofing have signed up to a Code of Practice and this is a first step

towards increasing partnership and collaboration across all the roofing disciplines. Over

time, this common approach should mean that standards are raised right across the

industry improving the common perception of the roofing sector as a whole. 

CompetentRoofer scheme demonstrates the pinnacle of a professional roofing sector in

many ways, offering recognition via third party accreditation to qualified contractors

and ultimate assurance to their customers. James sees

the scheme as a key part of promoting the sector as a

highly-skilled, professional one across the construction

industry. More immediately, training is a particular

concern as reduced CITB involvement in the industry

could have a knock-on effect on the Roofing Industry

Alliance (RIA) and the independent roof training

groups and the training they are able to offer their

members. Livia Williams, Training Manager for RIA is

set to move to NFRC on the 1st April, as Head of

Training to ensure that NFRC and its partners takes on

this opportunity and makes a step change in this key

membership benefit.  

As James settles into his leadership of NFRC his

ultimate aim, he says, “is to ensure the continuation

and growth of membership based on standards and

guidance, which is of value to members and all

stakeholders”. 

He plans to lobby and promote NFRC standards to all

major stakeholders and to continue working

collaboratively with like-minded organisations. Raising

the status and relevance of roofing within the

construction industry will require a capable and

determined hand at the helm and James’ resolve and

intrinsic optimism will be critical to his success. His

summation bodes well: “I’m an optimist. I’m a glass-

half-full kind of person. Negativity inspires me!”

An Interview with James Talman, CEO of
the National Federation of Roofing
Contractors

www.rainguard.co.uk
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On the basis that Europe is well versed in the manufacture, installation and

commissioning of SHEV systems, there seems little point in reinventing the

wheel when the UK can benefit from tried and trusted techniques. Since

September 2006, Europe has required all SHEVs to be certified in accordance

with DIN EN 12101-2 and whilst a number of UK manufacturers already work

to these standards, Jet Cox’s history rooted in Germany means they have a

successful track record of installing SHEV units as a compulsory part of

building regulations which require a natural smoke vent.

Why are SHEV systems needed?

The greatest immediate danger to the occupants of a large building in the

event of a fire comes from the smoke, rather than the heat of the fire. Only 20%

of fire deaths in the UK are caused by burns, while 61% of UK fire deaths are

caused by smoke-inhalation, or injuries involving smoke-inhalation, according

to DCLG figures. 

It is the responsibility of the building owners, designers, developers and all of

its stakeholders to ensure steps are taken to reduce the risk of fire and, if fire

does occur, to make certain that occupants are suitably protected. 

Even a small fire can rapidly fill a large building with smoke so that people

escaping the building cannot see to find the escape routes, and can be

overcome by smoke inhalation. 

The synthetic materials commonplace in today’s buildings, produce especially

dangerous substances. As a fire grows inside a building, it will often consume

most of the available oxygen, slowing the burning process. This ‘incomplete

combustion’ results in toxic gases.

Smoke is made of components that can each be lethal in its own way:

n Particles: unburned, partially burned, and completely burned substances 

can be so small they penetrate the respiratory system’s protective filters, 

and lodge in the lungs. Some are actively toxic; others are irritating to the 

eyes and digestive system.

n Vapours: fog-like droplets of liquid can poison if inhaled or absorbed 

through the skin.

n Toxic Gases: the most common, carbon monoxide (CO), can be deadly, 

even in small quantities, as it replaces oxygen in the bloodstream. 

Hydrogen cyanide results from the burning of plastics, such as PVC pipes, 

and interferes with cellular respiration. Phosgene is formed when 

household products, such as vinyl materials, are burned. At low levels, 

phosgene can cause itchy eyes and a sore throat; at higher levels it can 

cause pulmonary edema and death.

In addition to producing smoke, fire can incapacitate or kill by reducing

oxygen levels, either by consuming the oxygen, or by displacing it with other

gases. Heat is also a respiratory hazard, as superheated gases burn the

respiratory tract. When the air is hot enough, one breath can kill. 

The principal aim of SHEV systems is to lead smoke, gases and heat out of

burning buildings, whilst also keeping escape routes free of smoke and toxic

fumes. They also help in keeping passageways clear to allow emergency

services to enter safely and to tackle the fire in its early stages.

Depending on factors such as use, size and location etc, every building

is unique in its requirement for smoke, heat and ventilation solutions,

which is why it’s imperative that every party involved in the

specification and installation of the system, has the relevant experience

and technical knowledge to ensure its success.

Daily conditions

It is also the case that the industry is becoming ever-more aware of the

importance of healthy working and living conditions, making the use of

SHEV systems even more relevant. 

On a day-to-day basis, these systems provide controllable, natural

daylight and ventilation, helping to combat the causes of numerous

human health problems. Furthermore, natural ventilation, or other

systems that improve airflow, can positively impact on the long-term

running costs and energy-efficiency of a building, in comparison to

alternative mechanical means, such as cooling or air-conditioning units.

Building owners need to act now

Whether UK Building Regulations are ever permanently changed to

include the specification of SHEV units for all new build commercial

and industrial premises, remains to be seen. In the meantime, one of the

factors already affecting SHEV specification is the increasing demand

Enquiry 37

from commercial insurers for proof that all possible steps are

being taken by building owners to ensure their buildings are as

safe as possible, in the event of fire. As this trend takes hold,

building designers are having to rethink their approach in order

to accommodate the relevant solutions. Additionally, there is an

increasing onus on building owners to install precautionary

and preventative measures like SHEVS, purely in the interests

of public service and safety. 

Within the very near future, we envisage a greater requirement

for building owners and insurers to work more closely together

in reaching suitable solutions. With that in mind, building

owners would be well-advised to instigate this process

wherever possible, as a safeguard to ensure their obligations

are met.

As a matter of course, this could also extend to the use of

SHEV units in the refurbishment of commercial and industrial

buildings, which often results in the use of a building being

completely changed from its original purpose. When making

these alterations, it’s important to consider the effect that any

such changes may have on the ability of the existing

ventilation system (if any) to perform as it should, or indeed to

consider the addition of a SHEV system where there may have

been no previous requirement.

It’s about more than just the product

In order to attain this ideal European model and to address

insurers’ requirements for the future, it is recommended that

your specified SHEV system should meet the following

European Technical Specification:

Future Proof Fire Safety 

For years, European Building Regulations have stipulated the inclusion of Smoke & Heat Exhaust Ventilation
(SHEV) systems, as a standard fire safety measure in new buildings. As the UK becomes increasingly inclined to
follow suit, General Manager of Jet Cox, Chris Lister, looks at how the UK building industry needs to prepare.

n CE EN12101-2 Certified

n Certificate 1368-CPD-C-002/2009 (I.F.I Institute, Ge

n Aerodynamic Free Area up to Aa2.74m² in accordance with DIN EN12102-2

n Snow Loads up to 2400N/m²

n Wind Loads up to 1500N/m²

n Low Ambient Temperature T(-15°)

n Heat Exposure B300

n Reaction to Fire Class E

n Opening Speed of less than 60 seconds

Modular systems meeting these standards are available, offering the added benefit of

off-site construction, keeping site personnel to a minimum and offering no negative

impact on project completion times. 

Whilst many systems are available from non-manufacturing resellers, the UK’s

contractors may find themselves faced with unfamiliar systems, of which they have no

previous installation experience. It is therefore advised that specifiers should be mindful

of choosing a supplier that not only provides a proven track record of successful

installations, but one that also demonstrates a full technical support, commissioning

and on-going maintenance package to ensure longevity and the continued efficiency of

the system.

SHEVs are a significant component of a building’s safety strategy, therefore correct

commissioning and maintenance of the system is absolutely crucial to ensure that it

operates correctly in the case of emergency. By drawing on the success of Europe’s

experience and renowned build-quality, UK building planners, designers and SHEV

manufacturers can now work together to produce some of our safest, healthiest

buildings.
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On the face of it, one manufacturer’s guarantee often looks similar to another’s.

But dig a little deeper, and there are enormous differences in what they are

worth and how much protection they offer; differences that can have a marked

impact on an installer’s reputation, customer relationships and bottom line.

What does it cover?

Words like ‘complete’ and ‘comprehensive’ are open to interpretation, and may

lull installers into a false sense of security. To begin with, you should ensure

that the guarantee covers the most important aspects of the product’s

performance. All too often, even those labelled as ‘comprehensive’ only cover

certain aesthetic aspects, such as coatings.

It is important to guard against coating degradation, especially as it can be

such an obviously visible failure. But there are other aspects of the building

envelope’s performance that are far more critical to the building, and that are

becoming more ‘visible’ as expectations, technology and behaviours change;

aspects like thermal performance. For example, the energy performance of

buildings has been pushed further up the agenda by the latest agreements

from COP21, regular audits under the Energy Saving Opportunities Scheme

(ESOS) and the implications of the 2018 Energy Act. This means that end

clients – building owners and occupiers – are under greater scrutiny than ever

before, and will in turn scrutinise the performance of their building portfolios

far more deeply. Energy efficiency increasingly informs the commercial

decisions made during new building projects. 

With that in mind, it makes sense to choose products that guarantee thermal

performance. Over time, it will become more common for this metric to be

assessed regularly throughout a building’s life – as part of regular energy

reviews required for compliance. The best guarantees will specify a certain U-

value range to be achieved by the system for its useable life, which will be

verified by this ongoing performance scrutiny.

How robust is it?

There are other factors that determine the level of protection a guarantee offers

to installers and building owners. Perhaps the most obvious is term length.

Some manufacturers have begun offering ultra-long-term guarantees to match

typical building lifespans. These can be a very attractive proposition, but if the

supplier isn’t an established one, the guarantee may not be as

valuable as it seems. Many guarantees are only supported

while the original manufacturer remains solvent, and as term

lengths get longer, so the risk increases of the original

supplier no longer existing when it comes time to claim. While

there is no hard and fast rule for assessing a company’s ability

to fulfil a long-term commitment, the reputation, size and age

of the company will all provide useful markers.

It’s also important to dig deep into the terms and conditions

of a guarantee to understand where responsibilities and

liabilities begin and end. As performance requirements

become more stringent, installations of multi-component

systems become more complex. This introduces plenty of

potential pitfalls for installers to unintentionally compromise

the ‘optimal’ performance of products. 

These issues occur most often in multi-component, built-up

systems, often at junctions that mark the boundary of different

contractor or manufacturer responsibility, leading to grey areas

and making claiming on any guarantees difficult. This, in turn,

can potentially lead to disputes, legal action or voided

guarantees. Single component systems covered by a guarantee

from one manufacturer may make any claims less of a problem.

Finally, it is also critical to understand the servicing and

maintenance burden that accompanies a given guarantee.

Most will be issued based on a commitment to undertake a

certain level of maintenance. Failure to comply with this

agreed level can void the agreement, so it is important to

know exactly what is demanded alongside each product

guarantee, and understand how these demands fit in with the

building end user’s own expectations for property

maintenance.

How to gain commercial advantage

It is in the interests of installers to understand the broad range

of guarantees available on the market to protect their

businesses, but there are also commercial opportunities to be

found in product guarantees. 

Where they cover ever more complex performance, contractor

competence becomes critical in ensuring that the product is

properly installed. Over time, some manufacturers may begin

to offer their best guarantees only through fully certified and

trained installers. This will give a competitive edge to those

companies with robust skills development programmes, and a

willingness to engage with suppliers on product training and

even technical installation advice where required.

In an increasingly demanding sector, and with client

awareness at an all-time high, the guarantees an installer can

offer could prove the crucial point of difference when selecting

a contractor. The fact is, while differences exist in guarantees,

opportunities exist for those installers willing to understand

the market and their customers’ demands.

What Should You Be Looking For in
Product Guarantees?
Phil Smith, Managing Director UK & Ireland, Kingspan Insulated Panels

www.lifestiles.co.uk
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“The Institute of Roofing isn’t for me – I just work in the office”. 

“I don’t qualify for membership of the IoR, I’m only the warehouse supervisor”. 

“I thought the IoR was only for contractors”.

And so it goes on. 

I often hear these comments when asking people why they haven’t yet joined the Institute of

Roofing (IoR). This issue - professional qualification in roofing - is one I’ve wanted to tackle for some

time but I couldn’t quite put my finger on the key barrier that was preventing roofing professionals

seeing qualification as a way to progress their careers.

In fact, it wasn’t until the very day of my attendance at the Women in Roofing (WinR) conference in

Nottingham this month, when it all finally fell into place. I was at the conference to represent the

Institute of Roofing as a key sponsor when I heard repeatedly from delegates that they thought they

didn’t qualify for membership because they were ‘just working in the office’. Without turning this

into a gender issue (there are plenty of men working in roofing offices), no-one ‘just’ does any

roofing job. In the last eight years, the industry has shed about as much weight as it can whilst still

remaining effective; so job functions are there because they are needed, to make the business

function properly, and every link in the chain is vital to its success.

I was watching the presentations on the WinR Conference stage when my eyes drifted to the IoR

banners. Eureka moment! My mental light bulbs were flashing and it all fell into place!

Conversations from the previous evening and during the Conference, together with various

recollections from other local and national events, all came together as I thought about the strap

lines on the IoR banners.

Inclusive was the key concept I’d been looking for. Here I was at a conference for women discussing

their role and progression in the roofing industry. The questions, ‘where do I fit in’ and ‘am I valued’

- which I’d been listening to in similar terms at other events all over the country – point to the

crucial importance of that one idea – an industry that is inclusive.

The critical point is that the IoR is for everyone in roofing who wants to progress their career

through supervision and management, right up to the highest levels. Being inclusive necessarily

involves gender, but I’m also looking beyond the gender issue here to the wider picture of everyone

involved in the roofing industry - more to the qualifications for the job, rather than the gender of the

person carrying out the work.

When people think of IoR membership, they tend to think of managers, directors and company

owners, and if we extend that perception even further, they invariably think of roofing contracting

businesses. The truth is that the IoR draws its membership from across the entire spectrum of the

roofing industry (contractor, manufacturer and supplier) and at every level within a company

structure. The IoR is represented at every step in the roofing supply chain. 

The common denominator in membership is the desire to achieve professional recognition for the

job done. Many of our members are in the early stages of their career and hope to progress through

the ranks to supervisory and management level at some point. The Institute membership

examination route offers the opportunity to study roofing specifically and receive a professional

qualification that marks the achievement.

Inclusivity, by necessity, includes all staff involved in all activities of the business. If they’re

involved in roofing and they want to make a career of it, the IoR is here to offer a professionally

qualified route.

The hard fact of the matter is that this is something to be greatly encouraged by all roofing

businesses because at the end of the day, we will all hope to be promoted through the ranks and we

will all one day, retire. Our greatest wish has to be that our position will be filled by someone truly

competent to do the job. Ultimately, these are the people into whose hands we will place the

business in the hope that it continues successfully. 

Similarly, businesses rightly need to dip into the

labour pool every so often to bring in fresh blood

and new thinking. What would help greatly, is

knowing that there is a pool of personnel out

there in the marketplace, all trained to specific

professional standards.

This is where the ‘eureka moment’ of the

Institute’s strap lines becomes obvious. 

The Institute of Roofing has three major strap

lines on all its new branding. The first strap line

is: Your Industry – Your Career – Your Choice. 

It sounds simple enough, and it is. You have

chosen roofing as your industry and how it’s

perceived in the wider work environment is totally

up to you (and everyone else in roofing). If you

want roofing to be seen as an attractive industry

to work in, that it’s a professional place to work,

then that’s the job of those who work in roofing to

make sure that this is the image that’s not only

projected but enacted. 

Your Career. If this is indeed your chosen career,

then you have a right to expect a career path and

to be able to see that path clearly mapped out,

showing what your route and rate of progress is

likely to be, and equally, what is required from

you in terms of achieving those career milestones. 

Once you’ve been supplied with the facts and the

options open to you, you are then in a much

brighter position to decide whether the industry is

really your career choice.

Our second strap line is Qualification –

Development – Professionalism. 

The IoR is the only organisation in the UK offering

professional roofing qualifications. For those who

have been in the industry a long time and have

reached the top or made their mark, we say

congratulations. But, what of the younger people

Matthew Fry FIoR, Director, Institute of Roofing.

still climbing the career ladder? It’s a very competitive world

out there in the job market, CV’s need to be able to stand up

to scrutiny.  An IoR qualification offers the prospective

employer an independent, third party view on a candidate’s

suitability and potential short listing for the job.

That original IoR qualification isn’t the end of the road either.

The career path is clearly mapped out through the Licentiate,

Associate and full Member grades and whilst each level of

qualification builds a very good general knowledge of the

industry, it also offers the opportunity to specialise in the

candidate’s own special area of interest. The IoR offers

continuing professional development via regional meetings

and CPD and training attendances to keep knowledge up to

date and fresh. And we haven’t begun to touch on the

intangible benefits of IoR qualification and membership. The

sense of achievement, the sense of personal self-worth, the

level of personal confidence in industry knowledge, the

increased levels of social and professional interaction and

networking through regional and national participation in IoR

events.

Which brings us neatly round to the third strap line:

Leadership and Management in Roofing.

Qualified management in roofing affords the industry the

respect due, to a highly specialised sector which is

professionally organised around national standards of

achievement. To bring on the next generations of roofing

managers, there is a duty incumbent on current business

owners to afford every opportunity for their staff to train,

qualify and progress to provide that platform of

professionalism, confidence and knowledge. Selection of job

candidates from a list where all are trained to nationally

recognised and accepted standards, levels the playing field

and for the employer, can remove a large element of doubt as

to the candidate’s levels of competency and knowledge.

The roofing industry already has a great track record in trade

training, innovation and construction from the materials and

contracting stand-points. It now needs to fully embrace the

idea of professionally trained management throughout the

supply chain to complete the circle. 
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Do You ‘Just’ Work in Roofing?

2016 UK Roofing Awards Finalists
Revealed

The UK Roofing Awards received almost 300

entries, from September until the end of

January. Now a panel of technical experts

from supporting trade associations has

whittled the entries down to just 56 projects

across 14 roofing categories. 

The winners will be announced at the UK

Roofing Awards ceremony on Friday 13th

May 2016. For all the short-listed projects,

sponsors and more information on the

Awards see www.roofingawards.co.uk..

Double-lap Slating

• Bracknell Roofing Limited (Asda Supermarket)

• Apex Roofing & Maintenance (Sulters House)

• Timby Traditional Roofing (Tait Gazebo)

• J Wright Roofing Limited (Field of Dreams

Cricket Pavillion)

Liquid Roofing & Waterproofing

• Sika Liquid Plastics (working with

Weatherwell Roofing) (Plas Heli, Welsh

National Sailing Academy)

• Centaur Technologies Ltd (working with

Western Flat Roofing Company) (Exeter

University, South Cloisters Kitchen Roof)

• NRA Roofing & Flooring Service Ltd (Victoria

Centre, Nottingham)

• Polyroof Products Limited (working with JR

Flat Roofing Limited) (Broughton and

Yeamans House, Bristol)

Single Ply Roofing

• Renolit Cramlington Limited (working with

Cambridge Flat Roofing Ltd) (Prayer Hall,

Woodland Cemetery)

• Cefil UK Ltd (working with Imperial Contracts)

(Tramways)

• Delomac Roofing (Dome Refurbishment,

Center Parks, Longleat)

• Sika Sarnafil (working with Contour Roofing)

(Ewart Grove)

Fully Supported Metal

• Longworth Building Services Limited (Selby

Leisure Centre)

• Longworth Building Services Limited

(Galashiels Transport Exchange)

• Longworth Building Services Limited (Unite

the Union, Stoke)

• Cu.tech.zn.ornamental Ltd (The Pod)

Roof Sheeting

• Euroclad (working with Northern Cladding)

(Hitachi Rail Europe)

• Met-Clad Contracts Limited (AMRC Factory

2050, Sheffield)

• Euroclad (working with Weatherwise) (Ardley,

ERF)

• KGM Roofing (Marshgate Drive)

Vertical Cladding

• Lakesmere Group Ltd (First Street,

Manchester)

• Met-Clad Contracts Limited (Friars Walk

Development)

• T. A. Colbourne Limited (Land Rover Ben

Ainslie Racing Team HQ)

• Lakesmere Group Ltd (University of

Strathclyde Technology and Innovation

Centre)

Heritage Roofing

• Karl Terry Roofing Contractors Ltd (The Cloth
Hall)

• Mitie Tilley Roofing Ltd (Park Building)

• Richard Soan Roofing Services (Rectory Park) 

• Jordan Heritage Roofing Ltd (St Michael and All
Angels Church)

Double-lap Tiling

• Richard Soan Roofing Services (Ashtree Cottage)

• AST Roofing (Bournemouth) Ltd (Chadesley
Gate)

• Redland (Edernish Island)

• Karl Terry Roofing Contractors Ltd (Shipley
Farm)

Sustainable Roofs (Green, vegetated roofs)

• BBS Green Roofing Ltd (Atlantic View Beach
Cottages)

• Prater Ltd (Alder Hey Children’s NHS
Foundation Trust)

• Axter Limited (working with Elliotts Premier
Roofing Ltd) (Centenary Quay – Phase 3)

• ABG Geosynthetics Ltd (working with FK
Group) (Recycling and Energy Recovery Facility)

Single-Lap Tiling and Slating

• Marley Contract Services (2565 Dubford)

• Wienerberger / Sandtoft (working with Timby
Traditional Roofing) (Burgess)

• Forster Roofing Services Ltd (working with
Forster Group) (Cala Homes, St Mary's Garden,
Perth)

• Forster Roofing Services Ltd (working with
Forster Group) (COPFS Ballater Street, Glasgow)

Sustainable Roofs (Shingles and Shakes)

• John Brash & Co. Ltd (working with Endeavour
Roofing Contractors Ltd) (London Care
Partnership, Alexandra Gardens Care Home)

• John Brash and Co. Ltd (working with DM
Roofing & Roughcasting Ltd) (Culzean Castle
Country Park Cottages)

• Annadale Roofing Limited (The Downs,
Crematorium)

• John Brash & Co. Ltd (working with Avonside
Roofing) (Pilgrims Cross C of E Aided Primary
School) 

Reinforced Bitumen Membranes

• Bauder Ltd (working with Mitie Tilley Roofing
Ltd) (ROM Ltd, Sheffield)

• Richard Soan Roofing Services (Greenway
Academy, Horsham)

• M & J Group (Construction & Roofing)
(Canadian Embassy, Bucharest)

• Central Roofing (Dungeness B Nuclear Power
Station, Kent)

Solar

• Forster Group (COPFS Ballater Street, Glasgow)

• Forster Group (Bellway, Cowdenbeath)

• Longworth Building Services (working with
Redsky Solar) (Florida House, Haydock)

• Bauder Ltd (working with Hodgson Sayers)
(Byker Wall)

Mastic Asphalt/ Hot Melt Roofing

• IKO PLC (working with Briggs Amasco) (British
Museum, London)

• Capital Roofing Co. Ltd (Douglas Building)

• IKO PLC (working with Knight Asphalt)
(Westminster Cathedral, London)

• IKO PLC (working with Survey Roofing)
(Guildhall Southampton)   

http://www.roofingawards.co.uk
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Don Waterworth, Chartered Building Engineer, Building Surveyor and Expert Witness

Enquiry 33

Unfortunately, in my role as a private practice chartered

building engineer and expert witness, I spend much of my time

inspecting defective building works. The two single biggest

culprits of defective building work, sadly, are roofing

contractors and double glazing companies.

I act as lead expert witness for Lancashire Trading Standards

and Lancashire police force, who are very proactive in pursuing

the rogue traders and indeed quite fraudulent traders that not

only give the roofing profession a very bad name but also take

tens of thousands of pounds, in many cases off old or disabled

people.

The industry as a whole needs to 'grasp the nettle' with

regards to either weeding out these so-called roofers or indeed

raise roof training to a level whereby only properly qualified

professional roofers are able to exist within the industry.

Take a look at the two photographs which are from part of an

expert report that I recently prepared for Lancashire Trading

Standards.

This is a pair of bungalows in Lancashire, looking from the

front of the properties. The bungalow to the right was re-roofed

approximately two years ago for the elderly lady living there.

This lady by the way has Alzheimer's, and the she would have

been unaware that work was of a shoddy standard.

However, I was carrying out a report regarding the work to the

bungalow pictured to the left, which unfortunately was

destined to be worked on by another shoddy roofing contractor.

The householder of the house on the left required the tiles to

'run in' and align with his neighbours, as the bungalow roofs

had been originally, before any recent roofing works were

carried out. The roofing contractor of course said 'no problem'

and work commenced. 

However, the roofing contractor was not a professional roofing

contractor and did not, or indeed could not, marry in to the

work completed at the right-hand bungalow. This may have

been due to the appallingly poor standard of the work at the

right-hand bungalow, or due to the fact that the roofing

contractor at the left-hand bungalow simply had no idea of

professional roofing work whatsoever.

Let’s Raise the Roofing
Industry’s Standards

In any event, the attached photographs show the attempt at fitting a Klober

valley between the two bungalows (which should have been unnecessary)

and the wonderful repair behind the rear dormer where the tiles simply did

not marry in and interlock, and, therefore, the roofer had decided to fill with a

fillet of mortar. 

What a sad indictment of the roofing industry!

And it is these sorts of practices that I view on a regular basis and that the

industry should be aware of.

It is no use the leaders of the industry burying their heads in the sand, and

simply dealing with the larger, professional roofing companies, when the

majority of the industry is one man roofing companies and sole traders.

The industry needs to 'get a grip' of itself, and roofing contractors as a whole,

as it is the image of the whole of the profession that is being 'dragged into

the gutter' by works such as the ones highlighted in the photographs.

In the forthcoming months, I will show other photographs of other deplorable

work carried out by shoddy roofers which not only gives the industry a bad

name, but makes the public as consumers distrust all roofing contractors.

Remember, the chain is only as strong as the weakest link, and there are

many weak links in this industry – and that needs addressing in my opinion. 

www.langley.co.uk
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Driving business improvement through technology is often

overlooked among sub-contractors because of the lack of in-house

expertise, or the cost of implementing and maintaining complex

systems. With the growing popularity of cloud-based solutions,

the cost of hosting and maintaining business applications is

significantly reduced. This provides small- to medium-sized

businesses with opportunities to adopt technology that was

previously out of reach.

Whilst technology can often be greeted with scepticism in the

construction industry, our experience has been a very positive

one that has streamlined processes and improved customer

service. 

The starting point for us was self-service timesheets, a system

delivered to staff that allows time spent on jobs to be recorded

from any internet-connected device, including smart phones. The

system replaced paper timesheets and was integrated with

payroll systems to automate staff payments. As part of the new

starter process, all staff were given a unique username and

password which they used to access the system, installed as an

app on their smart phones. Approval from Operations Managers is

required via the app before the time is submitted to payroll

automatically.

The implementation of self-service timesheets immediately

delivered admin time savings and improved record keeping. 

We then began to look at employee self-service in more detail

and thought about other areas where administrative overheads

could be significantly reduced. We extended the functionality of

the employee app, enabling users to update personal details and

view payslips and CIS deduction statements. We also gave users

the ability to order tools via the app and included a complete list

of our active sites with addresses and key contact details. 

With the success of these core elements we looked at ways we could

further enhance the employee experience.  Risk assessments, method

statements, health and safety policies and product technical specifications

were added as a reference to staff wherever they are.

Management information

But the true value of what we had created was in the data being collected

- we now had a real-time account of time allocated to jobs. Armed with

this information, the next step was to use it to track labour spend against

projects. A new job tracker feature was added to the app, visible only to

supervisors and management. The job tracker shows the labour spend per

job, based on the time submitted by staff against that job, all calculated

automatically and updated in real-time.

Encouraged by the achievements of the project to this point, we increased

the scope to include health and safety reviews and quality inspections.

Previously completed using paper-based forms, these were implemented

in the app as online forms and made available to supervisors and

management. Once complete, the results of the inspections are written to

our central database where the data can be analysed for trends and

patterns over time. Mining this data for recurring issues has helped

identify training requirements and implement policies and procedures to

address frequent failure.

Information range

Feedback from our staff to this point had been excellent, with even the

most reluctant users of technology finding the system simple and efficient.

With feedback and suggestions from users of the app, we added a range of

information and resources aimed at putting technical information in the

hands of our site teams. Fixing specs, technical details and product specs

were added to provide an easily accessible reference. This translated into

a reduction in the number of calls to supervisors and technical staff,

resulting in more time to improve other areas of the business. We also

started to use the app to supplement traditional methods of

communicating important industry updates to staff. An example of this is

the summary of the recent changes to BS3354, which all staff can now

access via the app from any internet-connected device.

Our experience so far has delivered huge benefits to customers and staff at

all levels, and has encouraged us to investigate the use of technology to

make improvements in other areas of the business. It can sometimes be

difficult for sub-contractors to justify technology budgets, and cost was a

key consideration for us. But, we are already seeing a return on investment

with time savings throughout our business and improvements in quality,

staff engagement and customer satisfaction.

It is also important to acknowledge the support and expertise provided by

our technical partner, Bishop Cloud Services who worked hard to

understand our requirements and develop a bespoke solution that met our

needs.

Enquiry 4

Harnessing Technology to Improve the

Customer and Employee Experience
Wesley Key, Commercial Director at White Key Roofing

www.filon.co.uk
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Enquiry 34

Enquiry 17Enquiry 1

The first annual conference for Women in Roofing on 26th February was

declared an outstanding success.  Attracting 60+ women from all over the UK

and across all roofing disciplines, the Conference was designed to promote

business development and image, professional presentation, and confidence

building. 

Welcomed by organiser Denise Cherry, Yorkshire and Humber Training Officer

and Roofing Industry Alliance (RIA) board member, attendees heard an opening

speech given by co-organiser, board member of the Institute of Roofing (IoR)

and RIA Training Manager, Livia Williams. 

Livia explained the importance of attracting and retaining women in roofing,

not only to improve the image of construction, but to ensure that women’s’

skills and experience are used fully in their businesses.

Livia discussed roofing as a career choice in a sector that

faces skills shortages and a high proportion of near-

retirement workers. She said, “This first annual Women in

Roofing conference marks a huge milestone. We are

literally building a better country by making inroads into

inequality.” Livia also outlined the 11per cent gender pay

gap in construction, and numbers of female workers off

and on site. 

In what he described as “the most important speech I’ll

make all year”, James Talman, CEO of the NFRC, analysed

female recruitment barriers and set goals for inclusivity

particularly on the NFRC committees and board, saying

“Modernisation of the UK roofing sector must incorporate

true diversity”.

In an entertaining and inspiring talk, Kay Rose Operations

Manager of Axter Ltd related her experiences as she first

moved into her technical role. Lorraine Gregory of the CITB

called for a united construction recruitment campaign,

while Maria Willis, Chair of the CIC, East Midlands and

owner of Construction Coach encouraged delegates to

consider their personal and professional goals..

The date of the second annual Women in Roofing

Conference will announced later this year.

First Annual Conference Takes Place for Women in Roofing

http://www.hambleside-danelaw.co.uk/
www.tapcoslate.com
www.nfrc.co.uk
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Enquiry 9

Enquiry 15

Training

For many years apprenticeships have been at the heart of ongoing government

discussions and politicians, federations, colleges, and employers have made

huge efforts to find new ways of attracting young people into the world of

apprenticeships; as well as lobbying employers to invest in future generations.

The Worldskills Show at NEC Birmingham, which takes place in November,

is “the largest skills and career event that helps to shape the future of a

generation”. It offers an incredible experience for young individuals who are

looking to choose a career path and an apprenticeship. I would encourage you

all to go and visit and support our roofing section where we celebrate the best

roofing apprentices in our industry as they compete in the roofing Skillbuild

finals.  The event is also an eye opener; you can see the intense

competitiveness between various occupational sectors, ‘fighting’ to showcase

their apprenticeships to the young visitors. No surprise: some of the exhibitors

already know how to use the new generation’s craving for innovation,

technology and digital media as the ‘hook’ to gain the interest of, and

potentially securing, their future apprentices. 

The question is whether the roofing industry is doing enough to capture the

younger generation’s interest?

Yes, the official statistics are encouraging and we have seen a clear increase

in the number of roofing apprentices. More and more roofing employers wish

to take apprentices on and make the social and corporate commitment needed

as part of the industry’s succession plan. Indeed, a large number of

apprenticeship-funding incentives are available in those regions with a high

rate of youth unemployment. Yet, there remains an enormous amount of

pressure to fill in the skill gaps; there are real concerns that we have got an

aging workforce, and whether the supply of new blood needed in our industry

is coming in fast enough. 

The roofing industry has got a fairly good training offer, from full framework

apprenticeships aimed at younger apprentices to the industry’s bespoke

Specialist Apprenticeship Programmes, which have been running successfully

over the last few years for certain roofing disciplines like applied liquid roofing

and single ply roofing, heritage, leadwork, hard metal and the building

envelope. Yet, not many roofing employers know what the difference is

between a full framework apprenticeship and a specialist apprenticeship

programme. There is often a certain stereotypical perception about

apprenticeships which can act as a barrier to their adoption, slowing us, as

an industry, right down. Information and communication is essential to get

roofing employers to understand that there is considerable support available to

them, and to reassure them that they are not fighting skill shortages on their

own. Information on roofing apprenticeships can be found in the Roofing

Industry Alliance Training Prospectus: http://roofindustryalliance.co.uk/RIA-

13-10-2015.pdf.

We know that there is very little careers advice in schools and that roofing, as

a specialist, niche and vital part of construction, is somehow forgotten. To

combat this, there is much ongoing work taking place. The GoConstruct team

is working hard to bring a fresh approach and collaborating with all

construction industry stakeholders. It has designed a comprehensive website

to promote the full spectrum of construction disciplines and is developing a

skills-matching tool. Their chief slogan - which I do like - is

‘Construction is a career like no other’. To gain full benefit from

such initiatives, the roofing sector will need to become a more

inclusive and diverse industry, in order to attract more quality

talent.

The Roofing Industry Alliance is very involved in the design

work of the Go Construct website and it is supplying up-to-

date, industry-based information on careers in roofing as well

as case studies. First impressions count, and we would

certainly like to be ‘edgy and interesting’ to new entrants and

their parents. Employers, also, can use the valuable information

resources available on the website (www.goconstruct.org) to

download ready-prepared material, which they can customise

using their own company logo for use in promoting careers in

construction.

There is also the Construction Ambassador Programme, which

is run by the CITB, and provides training and resources to help

employers become construction ambassadors and support

young people with their choices. For more information, go to

the GoConstruct website

(https://www.goconstruct.org/en/information-for-

employers/construction-ambassadors/).

As you can see, there is a lot that it is being done to stimulate

the interest of new entrants to consider construction as a future

career opportunity. And yes, we could most definitely speak

about and discuss the topic of apprenticeships for days! 

But it is now time to do something about it. 

The answer can only come by each one of us by taking an

active role and becoming part of the rescue plan. This requires

behaviour change and positive thinking from an industry which

forgets that, as individuals, we too, were once confused 16

year olds wondering where we fit in to the world of work. We

should also remember that it feels good to look back on what

we have achieved.  It is an amazing feeling of professional

fulfilment to see generations of apprentices growing into these

young professional roofers – all under your eyes, your direct

guidance, coaching and mentoring. If you would like to

consider taking an apprentice on, please get in touch with your

local roof training group officer. You can find the contact details

at www.roofingindustryalliance.co.uk.

Why Aren’t There More Roofing
Apprenticeships?
Livia Williams, MBA FIoR, Training Manager at the Roofing Industry Alliance

http://roofindustryalliance.co.uk/RIA-13-10-2015.pdf
http://roofindustryalliance.co.uk/RIA-13-10-2015.pdf
http://www.goconstruct.org
https://www.goconstruct.org/en/information-for-employers/construction-ambassadors/
https://www.goconstruct.org/en/information-for-employers/construction-ambassadors/
https://www.goconstruct.org/en/information-for-employers/construction-ambassadors/
http://www.roofingindustryalliance.co.uk
WWW.shorguard.co.uk
www.leadsheet.co.uk/training
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As one of the UK's leading names in fiberglass flat roofing supplies, CYB has double

the reason to celebrate in 2016, following a period of change that saw the business

welcome a new pair of hands at the wheel last May.

Having established a respected and reputable brand name since 1967, the family based

company finally looked for a change at the helm, following almost 50 fruitful years of

yacht building and fiberglass based architecture. Original founder Eric Birch, has

dedicated the last 40 years of his life to instilling traditional family values into the

business, before passing it on to his daughter Angela. Angela has continued to guide

the business from success to success, however in May 2015 Angela finally decided the

time was right to step aside and pass the mantle on to somebody new. 

A CYB employee and long standing family friend, Steven Crowhurst has always been

passionate about the business, having worked in the industry for over 25 years. So it

seemed only fitting that the company should pass on to Steven when the opportunity

arose. 

Angela commented: “Everyone in the company has worked hard to get where we are

today, but ultimately we owe our thanks to our customers. We know Steven will

continue to deliver first rate customer service and steer the business in the right

direction.”  

Having a great respect for the foundation of family values upon which the business

was built, Steven plans to keep the ethos alive and well, with his brother Richard now

joining the business and his son on Saturdays. 

Steven commented: “When the opportunity presented itself to buy the business, I

instantly saw the huge potential for driving the brand name forward. I felt I could give

the business a new lease of life and really push for positive growth in 2016. It gave me

the opportunity to build on the great successes Eric and Angela had accomplished and

also gave me a chance to plan for my family's future.”

Having wasted no time since taking over, Steven has now secured a sole supplier

status for a  BBA accredited 'Tekseal Roofing System'. A glass-reinforced, liquid-

applied waterproofing system which uses the very latest in construction technology,

CYB will be the only UK stockist and training outlet for the Tekseal system. 

Steven continued: “The new BBA accredited Tekseal Roofing system is a one-of-a-kind.

As the only accredited supplier and trainer, we're both proud and excited to be

Enquiry 5

Enquiry 7

Keeping Family Values at the Core of 'CYB'
as the Company Grows in 2016

CYB Glass Fibre Feature

Cause For Celebration as 'CYB Glass Fibre' New Boss Secures Sole
Supplier Status For Exclusive BBA Accredited Flat-Roofing System 

pushing this out – it took almost five years for Tekseal

to achieve BBA accreditation, so you can appreciate

the amount of work that's gone into this exclusive flat

roofing system.”

As a company created around traditional family

values, CYB are very much driven by customer

satisfaction and personal pride in their workmanship.

As part of this commitment to putting the customer

first, the company currently offer a 25 year guarantee

backed by the BBA accreditation. Other guarantees are

available with CYB.

CYB are currently looking to recruit approved installers

for the BBA accredited Tekseal flat roofing system,

which offers a 25 year guarantee right across the UK. 

For information on courses contact Steve or enquire

through the official website www.CYBglassfibre.co.uk.

Enquiry 58

Steven Crowhurst (middle) and family

http://www.CYBglassfibre.co.uk
http://www.nationaldomelightcompany.co.uk/
http://www.everbuild.co.uk/
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Roofing is probably the most important element of any building's fabric.

Keeping a roof over your head is so vital, it is difficult to comprehend why

anyone would not put it first and foremost on their wish list for any new

build or refurbishment. Why then, do people specify a cheap roof - go with

the lowest tender, skimp on insulation and maintenance - only to invest

heavily in the office furniture?

The answer has to lie in the fact that our client's client - and staff - seldom

visit the roof, but they do value a nice desk and chair. Complaints about the

roof only come when it's too late; when water is literally dripping onto the

lovely desks below. Many clients are aware of this of course and take a

long-term view of the building’s lifecycle and operational cost, but even

then, so much emphasis is put upon the budget and life span that the poor

old roof is overlooked. Ironically, if it were literally overlooked, they would

care more!

A real challenge is commercial reality. Some 85 per cent of office buildings

in London are rented. This means the owner and occupant have vastly

different objectives. The tenant isn’t allowed to change the fabric and

doesn’t want to invest in the building when the owner ultimately benefits

from the investment. Conversely, the owner of the building doesn’t really

care if the tenant’s desk has a few drips now and again. It doesn’t affect

them. 

This creates a conflict that must be resolved with as little cost to each party

as possible. So what happens? They both hire RICS surveyors and the bills

Stewart Little, Chief Executive Officer of IRT Surveys

he had delivered a completely new roof and that the

persistence of leaks must, in fact, be down to the cladding

system. He had actually provided our client with a quotation

to replace the cladding.

Within seconds of arriving on site, we were able to show

exactly where the strip ended and the overlay began. The

client, owner and contractor were all present, in the late

evening, to witness the survey being carried out. On the

evening, the contractor was asked to cut core samples

wherever we directed him. We were able to prove, beyond a

shadow of doubt, where corners had been cut. The first core

revealed brand new polyurethane insulation below two

layers of felt and sitting nicely on a quality vapour barrier.

200mm away, however, we found two layers of felt on top

on the old system, complete with saturated fibreboard. This,

thankfully, remains an isolated case for us. Only once in 14

years have we uncovered something quite so brazen. We

haven’t surveyed every single roof of course, but statistically

it is a very rare event. 

Solving the case

In another case, at the other end of the country in Glasgow

this time, we surveyed an office block for a client who had a

leaking roof. The office’s tenants were complaining about

leaks below what should have been an excellent flat roof

that was relatively new, of a decent specification, laid by an

approved contractor, and less than three years old. So what

was going on? No details, penetrations or upstands could

be found in the vicinity of the leak.

This anomaly wasn’t quite as instantly obvious as the case

mentioned above, nor was it a rare occurrence of fraud. This

time it was something far more common – a far more every

day problem. 
The blue, yellow and red clearly shows warmer areas caused by

trapped moisture and damaged insulation.

The flat roof showing water ingress around the air conditioning unit and consequent

saturated insulation.

Tales from the Roof

Gathering Evidence of Roofing Failures

The dark blue and purple rectangle is new PUR

insulation. Everything else is a two layer overlay of a

saturated fibreboard system.

The flat roof harbouring hidden problems

One of the air conditioning units, installed without consent, which caused the roof to

leak.

start to rack up. After a bit of back and forth, differing opinions and

conflicting reports – many surveyors choose to explore a technology called

infrared thermographic surveys – IRT for short.

IRT surveys have been around since the 1950s and became a recognised

roof surveying method in the early 1990s. The technology has moved on

significantly since then, becoming more affordable and more accurate each

year. 

Exposing the deficient and dodgy

Thermographic technology now has an established place in the surveying

armoury, being utilised to reveal deficient work and expose dodgy

contractors, as a recent case proved.

The location and client in this case cannot be disclosed for obvious

reasons, but the facts of the project illustrate how the technology enables

gathering of evidence and the speedy resolution of disputes. Essentially we

surveyed a 3000m2 roof in the south east of England for a blue chip

surveying practice. The images very clearly revealed problems across the

entire roof and our client decided to go for a complete strip and renew. We

seldom hear anything back from clients after the initial instruction, but in

this case we were asked to return and conduct an after-survey. 

The results were shocking. 

Having paid for a complete strip, what the client had received was a partial

strip and comprehensive overlay. The contractor in question was adamant

We found significant areas of saturated insulation close to the leaking areas reported by

the tenant. We were able to track the saturated insulation back to air conditioning units,

installed without consent, by a neighbouring tenant. The images were used to inform and

guide the repair and replacement of the affected areas, and the adjacent tenant was

charged with the repair. This was a conflict that had been going on for nine months

before the survey was commissioned. The imaging settled the argument very quickly. The

visual nature of the images provides unequivocal evidence and therefore confidence to all

parties.
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Building Partnerships to Last
Aluminium rainwater and eaves systems manufacturer Marley Alutec has
strengthened its working relationship with builders merchant Travis
Perkins by demonstrating industry-leading customer service and
technical knowledge. Travis Perkins contacted Marley Alutec after it had
been let down by another supplier through poor communication, Bernard
Madyirapanze, at Travis Perkins, explains: “In December 2014 we were
working on a job of 200 flats for Henley Homes and needed to arrange a
site visit with one of Marley Alutec’s competitors, who were supplying the
project. After waiting two weeks for a response we decided to put the
same call in to Marley Alutec. Receiving a response the same day and
getting a site visit pencilled in, the difference was clear to see.” Since
then, Marley Alutec and Travis Perkins have worked together on a number
of projects including two more sizeable sites for Henley Homes, one of
London’s leading property development companies. Bernard continued:
“Working with Marley Alutec is like having an extension of your own team,
they are always happy to attend site meetings, collaborate with architects
and provide technical drawings. Most of the time all we have to do is raise
an order and Marley Alutec will take care of the rest – it’s amazing.” For
more information please visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk 47
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Roofshield at Quarter Mile
Located on the former
site of the Royal
Infirmary of Edinburgh
in the heart of the city,
Quartermile is a mixed
use development
comprising Grade A
office buildings, retail
and leisure space and
luxury apartments.
Alongside the new build
apartment blocks lie
the Lofts, two Grade B
listed former hospital
buildings which are
being extensively refurbished and converted into
further apartments by Quartermile
Developments. The the impressive roof
structures of these unique buildings required
careful consideration of moisture management
and condensation control. The scale and
complexity of the turreted roofs, along with its
historic appearance within a UN World Heritage
Site made adding traditional ventilation to the
roof highly undesirable, but also required a high
performance and robust solution. The
Roofshield air and vapour permeable underlay
specified is supplied by the A. Proctor Group,
based just 60 miles away in Blairgowrie,
Perthshire.  By combining the highest available
vapour permeability with an air open structure
which permits greater airflow than conventional
ventilation, Roofshield ensures condensation
problems are reduced or eliminated in even the
most complex roof geometry.  Roofshield is fully
BBA certified, and accepted for use without
additional ridge ventilation by the NHBC.  It also
requires no taping to comply with BS5534:2014.
For further information visit
www.proctorgroup.com/roofshield. 

Cembrit B5 Upgrades Penlan Holiday Homes
Cembrit B5 corrugated sheets have been installed on eight
Swiss-style lodges at a holiday village in Swansea. The
refurbishment of the roofs has updated the building, and
provided a finish that exudes that holiday retreat feel. Located
in the heart of the beautiful Teifi Valley, Penlan Holiday Village
is a small family run holiday park that is set amongst beautiful
woodland and parkland. Owners, Graham and Alistair
Greenshield, wanted to replace the thirty year old roofs, as they
were looking tired, and not performing very well.  Graham
chose approximately 150 Cembrit black coated B5 corrugated
sheets, which were installed on five lodges utilising close-fitting

one piece Cranked Crown Ridge to fit perfectly into the roof pitches. “The exceptional quality of
Cembrit’s B5 corrugated sheet helped us to enhance the exterior design of the lodges,” comments
Graham. “Time was of the essence, as we didn’t want to close the business for too long. Cembrit’s
B5 corrugated sheets have saved us a great deal of time, as it is quick and easy to install.  Its cost-
effectiveness and design features ticked all the right boxes for us. I am not only pleased with the
end result, but I enjoyed installing the product.” For further information, please visit
www.cembrit.co.uk.
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IKO Polymeric & FK Group Finish 48,000m2 Roof in Four Months
IKO Polymeric and contactor FK Group have completed
a roofing project for online grocery giant Ocado, in under
four months. This incredibly tight deadline for a large -
48,000m2 - and challenging project was met with
minimal material waste, thanks to a number of
innovations developed by both companies. IKO
Polymeric manufactured its Amourplan PVC single ply
membrane in bespoke rolls of 22.35, 19.20 and 8.00
linear metres to reduce waste and installation time.
Another first was manufacturing half the rolls with the
membrane overlap positioned on the opposite side to

the other rolls. This 50/50 split meant the contractor could use two teams working simultaneously
on either side of the ridge. FK Group also developed a new technique, welding eight rolls together to
create a large (320m2) membrane, rolling half back and then applying the adhesive to the area, rather
than doing one roll at a time. This was possible because IKO’s Polymeric’s PU adhesive can be
exposed for up to 25 minutes. Steve Hall MD of FK Group said “IKO made a significant contribution
to the success of this job. As a key part of our supply chain, they helped us to develop and deliver a
bespoke solution to our client in impressive time. ” For more information on IKO Polymeric call
01257 488000.

Stronger Fixing Made Easy 

Designed to combine fast and easy use with
improved drive, the Performance Plus high
performance wood screw is the latest innovation
from fixings specialists Samac.  The new Samac
Performance Plus Wood Screw is packed with
special features from head to point to make it
easy to use on site. Specially-designed ribs
above the thread will reduce torque and help
prevent wood splitting. The Samac Performance
Plus Wood Screw features a specially reinforced
pozi drive head and includes 6 self-
countersinking ribs on the underside which
ensures a consistently neat, flush finish. Also
because every box comes with a free pozi bit
this enables single handed operation, speeding
up work on site and saving time and money. The
thread is partially serrated, giving the screw a
combined sawing and cutting action for smooth
and efficient driving while the type 17 gash cut
point improves drive and reduces splitting.  The
Samac Performance Plus Wood Screw is
available in 3.5-6mm gauges and in 15 –
200mm lengths and is available in boxes and
tubs for easy and eye-catching merchandising.
The Samac Performance Plus Wood Screw is
available only from builders merchants. Users
can call Samac on 01268 764488 to find their
nearest stockist. 

Maintaining the Victorian Aesthetic at Alvaston Hall  
When it came to expanding the beautiful Alvaston Hall
Hotel in Cheshire, maintaining the attractive Victorian
aesthetic of the original building was a top priority. To
match the style of the older buildings, Redland’s Plain
Tile, a concrete tile with a traditional plain tile
appearance was used in the Breckland Black colour.
These slate grey tiles are finished with a red-tinged
streaking effect to simulate the look of a weathered roof,
ideal when the requirement was to mimic the look of the
original Victorian building. A major challenge for the
project was minimizing disruption to hotel guests, as
Alvaston Hall remained open whilst work continued
onsite. By delivering materials straight to the site,
Redland minimised delays and potential disruption. With more than 150,000 tiles needed to
complete the job, having reliable suppliers was vital to keep to the strict schedule. Despite all of the
logistical challenges, the project was successfully completed. Dave Boughey of Pochin Construction
Ltd, who was responsible for the project said: “We actually received another job from the Warner
Leisure Chain as a result of the great work our team did at Alvaston Hall; it’s always satisfying to see
hard work recognised and appreciated.” Visit www.redland.co.uk/plaintile.

New, Unique Socket for Alumasc Rainwater’s Cast Iron Spun Pipes 
Alumasc Rainwater has developed its cast iron spun pipes to
include a unique integral eared socket. This innovative feature is
a market first, improving the consistency of the wall thickness
and the smoothness of the pipe internal bore. Pete Wainer,
National Sales Manager for Alumasc Rainwater comments:
“We’re extremely pleased with this latest development to our cast
iron spun pipes. It puts us ahead of the game as no other
spinning technology currently has this capability. In similar
products, the socket ears are generally glued or bonded to the
pipe, which compromises the quality and aesthetics. Our new
integral ear socket provides a unique solution.” Cast iron is a
popular and well-used material for rainwater guttering and
downpipes on many heritage and period properties in the UK. It
is tough, incredibly strong, lasts for years and is 100%
recyclable. Alumasc has been casting gutters for 70 years. Its
leading cast iron range is factory painted with Apex certified paint

and comes in black and seven heritage colours, for better performance and a smooth, long lasting
finish to cast iron. For more information visit www.alumascrainwater.co.uk and download our White
Paper. Call 0808 100 2008. 
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Latest and Excusive Products
Available from Screwfix
Tradespeople and
serious DIYers can now
stock-up on even more
of the latest trade
essentials and
innovations, as multi-
channel retailer,
Screwfix, has released
the latest copy of its
much anticipated
catalogue. The renowned catalogue is packed full
of more than 15,000 items including a diverse
range of products from top brands such as
DeWalt. It is available to collect free from 458
Screwfix stores nationwide.  DeWalt 18V XR
Brushless Combi Drill – lighter, smaller and more
efficient Screwfix has teamed up with leading
power tool manufacturer DeWalt to bring to
market the 18V XR Brushless Combi Drill at the
amazingly low price of only £149.99. 
The latest drill is compact and powerful with
added intelligent XR trigger to provide extra
control, and comes complete with two 2.0Ah Li-
Ion batteries, carry case and 30 minute charger.
Additionally, the tool features an in-built LED
light to improve visibility in dark spaces, 13mm
keyless chuck to ensure secure one-handed
tightening, and a rubber-coated grip to make it
more comfortable to use. Screwfix is also offering
its customers a collection of high quality and
professional adhesives from top brand Nemesis,
at low prices. The Nemesis Mighty Instant Grip &
Grab Adhesive features hybrid technology that
provides an extremely high initial bond strength
on vertical dry, damp and wet surfaces.
Additionally, the adhesive is suitable for both
interior and exterior use, as well as on most
building substrates, including wood, concrete,
brick and glass. It is available for
£4.79.

Roof Glazing, the Hottest Home Improvement Product of 2016
With new-build homes failing to deliver the space
British families need, 2016 will see even more
homeowners expanding their current properties,
rather than move. Loft, and even cellar conversions
will keep the local builders and contractors busy, with
some home improvement products such as roof
windows, skylights and roof lanterns being at the top
of the “renovation wish list”.  “We specialise in the
supply of roof windows, skylights, flat roof windows
and roof lanterns, as well as all of the adjacent
products and accessories, and have noticed our customers are using increasing volumes of glazing
within their projects, in line with the contemporary trends in architecture and the modern consumers’
tastes.” As demand for housing continues to grow at a very fast pace, building land becomes
increasingly expensive, leading to Britain delivering the smallest new homes in Europe, according to
the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE). LB Supplies, also trading as LB
Roof Windows, offers a huge range of roof windows, skylights, sun tunnels and walk-on windows from
market leading brands such as Velux, Aurora, Dakea, Sunsquare and Coxdome. What’s more, the
company has recently added the Atlas Roof Lantern to its product portfolio, to help builders
capitalise on the current market trends.

FK Strengthens Team with Appontment of New Director
FK Group, a leading nationwide full building envelope contractor, with
head office in Manchester, has strengthened its maintenance and
small projects divisions with the appointment of Gavin Harriman as
director. Harriman joins FK Group from Lindum Group division KGM
Roofing, where he was Business Development Manager for five years.
He assisted in growing the business from a £6million regional
contractor to a nationally recognised company turning over £12
million. Harriman will be responsible for FK Projects, delivering
specialist smaller contracts along with managing the Group’s
building envelope maintenance division, Envocare. Envocare has
clients including ASDA, Pets at Home and Royal Mail, providing
maintenance services for a number of their distribution centres and
stores. Commenting on joining FK Group, Gavin Harriman said: “I
have been in the roofing sector for a significant time and have
watched FK Group grow as a business to where they are today;
offering a full service building envelope solution with clients nationwide and now internationally.
Steve Hall, managing director, FK Group said: “Appointing Gavin illustrates our commitment to the
ongoing maintenance and smaller project side of our business. His knowledge of the market will
strengthen the team and help us to grow these areas alongside the Retail & Distribution business.” 
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London Home Transformed with a Little Help from Xtralite
A stunning c.1930’s detached property situated in sought-after Golders Green in North London has

been transformed during a refurbishment programme. Bringing the gloomy, traditional home to life
and equipping it for 21st century life, products from leading roof light manufacturer Xtralite were
commissioned to convey natural light into the property. Of prime consideration was the necessity for
the rooflight to be ‘walk on’ and Xtralite was able to provide the perfect solution with its X Glaze
traversable rooflight, which also delivered thermal qualities and strength. The walk on units, which
are able to be fitted directly to a builder’s kerb, comprise a 44.9mm double glazed glass system and

a versatile monopitch which has a double glazing unit of
28.4mm.  All units have a low E coating and are Aron
filled to give a U value of 1.1W/M2K0.  All frames were
specially polyester powder coated to match the client’s
choice of vertical glazing. Commented Xtralite’s Jim
Lowther, “Our X Glaze product provided the perfect
solution offering easy installation and was aesthetically
pleasing and clearly demonstrates the versatility and
robustness of our products in a range of applications.”
Further information can be found by visiting
www.xtralite.co.uk or by calling 01670 354 157. 

A. Proctor Group Identified as a London Stock
Exchange’s 1000 Companies to Inspire Britain.
The A. Proctor Group has been identified as one
of London Stock Exchange’s 1000 Companies
to Inspire Britain. The report is a celebration of
the UK’s fastest-growing and most dynamic
small and medium sized businesses. The A.
Proctor Group has a long and successful history
of pioneering technically advanced products to
meet the challenges within the construction
industry. For nearly 50 years, they have
provided an extensive portfolio of solutions in
the areas of advanced thermal, acoustic, timber
cladding and membrane products.To be
included in the list, companies needed to show
consistent revenue growth over a minimum of
three years, significantly outperforming their
industry peers. Keira Proctor, Managing
Director of the A. Proctor Group said: “We are
delighted. It is not something that you can
apply to be in so it was a well-received surprise
for us. We would like to thank our employees
who are our biggest asset for their hard work
and dedication to the A. Proctor Group.
Through innovation and hard work we are
collectively responsible for growth in the
business and successes.” A downloadable pdf
of the publication can be found online at
www.1000companies.com.

The A. Proctor Group identified
in  Stock Exchange’s ‘1000
Companies to Inspire Britain’
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Kee Safety Ensures Optimal Safety with KEEGUARD® Ladder Kit
To provide optimal safety to those working at height, Kee
Safety, a global supplier of fall protection equipment, has
launched KeeGuard® Ladder Kit, a permanently fixed
guardrail system that is used in conjunction with safety
ladders and self-closing gates.  KeeGuard® Ladder Kit has
been designed to provide a working at height safety
solution that complies with EN 14122-4.  This standard
recommends that ‘to prevent falling through the access
opening at arrival areas, the opening shall be provided
with a gate.’  It also states that at drop edges of arrival
areas, ‘a guardrail should be provided at least 1.5m either side of the ladder.’ To ensure it
complies with the standard, KeeGuard® Ladder Kit is a 'retro-fit' guardrail solution that fits to
existing fixed ladder or cat ladders, providing 1.5m guardrailing on both sides of the ladder. Quick
and easy to install, it simply clamps on to the existing fixed ladder, forming a continual link from
the guardrail to the stringer. The kit's unique fitting can clamp around a flat or tubular stringer up
to 75mm in width/diameter and does not need to be mechanically fixed to the roofing membrane
or building’s structure. Available in a galvanised steel finish, KeeGuard® Ladder Kit has been
independently tested and complies with EN 14122-4. For more information, please visit
www.keesafety.co.uk
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New Integrated PV Tile Fits Seamlessly Into Rooftop
A new roof-integrated solar PV solution has helped a
specialist renewable energy installation company to meet
both the aesthetic and power performance needs of a large
residential property project in the North East.  Advanced
Renewable Power Ltd (ARP) secured the contract for a new
2.8kW solar PV system as part of the refurbishment of a
private property in Billingham, Teesside – however the
owner wanted to avoid the use of conventional, on-roof PV
panels. To accommodate this requirement ARP

recommended the use of the new Intecto roof integrated PV tile system from Romag. This ground
breaking new concept combines renewable energy generation with a terracotta colour matched tile
design to enable the PV cell to blend seamlessly and sympathetically into a conventional roofscape. For
this scheme, ARP carried out the full re-roofing of the house, with the interlocking Intecto PV tiles being
used to replace conventional concrete tiles over a large section of the south facing roof area. The
lightweight terracotta coloured Intecto tiles are fitted in the same way as traditional roof tiles. Available
in black, grey and terracotta colours, the Intecto range is fully IEC and MCS certified and complies
with other international and European building industry regulations and roofing performance standards.
The concept is particularly suitable for heritage and green-belt areas. Visit www.romag.co.uk and
www.arpower.co.uk Enquiry 22

Ecotherm Announces Eco-Liner
Prize Wnners

Nationwide Drywall & Insulation (NDI) staff and
customers, have been enjoying their share of
£5000 in Red Letter Day prizes, following a
competition surrounding EcoTherm Insulation’s
2 in 1 insulated plasterboard, Eco-Liner.
EcoTherm Insulation awarded the adventure day
vouchers to the three NDI branches who sold the
highest number of Eco-Liner boards between
August and November last year. After a close
competition, staff of NDI Newton-Le-Willows came
out on top followed by the Poole and Lincoln
stores. Prizes were also awarded to the three NDI
customers who purchased the highest volume of
Eco-Liner. Ian Austin Plastering Ltd took the top
prize, whilst Dorset Drylining and Total Timber
(Formby) Ltd came in second and third.
EcoTherm Eco-Liner features a fibre free PIR
insulation core which is pre-bonded to a 12.5 mm
gypsum plasterboard facing. This design allows
internal walls to be insulated and dry-lined in a
single application, cutting down installation
times. The insulation board has a thermal
conductivity of just 0.022 W/m.K and the product
is listed by the Energy Savings Trust. EcoTherm
Eco-Liner is also well suited to internal
applications on pitched roofs or rooms in the roof.
The boards can be simply cut to size with a fine
toothed saw and can be either fitted with plaster
dab or mechanically fixed in place.

Wolfin’s Waterproofing Membrane Keeps New Chester Hotel Dry
WOLFIN’s (part of the Icopal group) homogenous fleece-backed
single ply roof and waterproofing membrane, Tectofin RV, was
specified for the conversion of an office block in central Chester.
The now new hotel is part of the Roomzzz Aparthotel group.
Construction by The Broadley Group involved a new Metsec
inverted pitched steel frame being added over the existing
concrete flat roof deck to create an additional floor to the
building. They had to ensure the membrane they incorporated
had excellent stability and handling features. They worked
closely with the roofing contractor, Karl Austerfield Roofing, to
design and build the perfect solution. The key benefit of
choosing the Tectofin single ply system is that it quickly
becomes weather tight. For this renovation, it allowed the

internal work to continue without interruption, helping the contractor to meet its targets. The acrylic
rubber of Tectofin RV, coupled with its fleece-backed polymeric PVC add resilience against strains on
the roof or building movement associated with light weight. This improves the life expectancy of the
membrane, but furthermore, its fleece-free selvedge lining enables homogenous hot air welding of the
seams. Tectorfin RV can then be laid loosely under ballast or secured with specialist adhesives.
Tectofin RV complies with DIN V 20000-202 and meets the requirements of BBA.

Strike a Pose with Carl
Kammerling’s Blue Steel

Strutting its stuff in product innovation, C.K tools
is reinvigorating the market with its C.K Blue
Steel Impact Bits, designed to meet growing
demand for impact drills.  The C.K Blue Steel
Impact Bits have been manufactured from
exceptionally tough, specially formulated V8
alloy steel, providing a vastly extended working
life compared to standard screwdriver bits. With
impact drills combining much higher rotational
torque than traditional drills, the C.K Blue Steel
Impact Bits feature torsion control technology to
withstand the stresses of high torque
applications, resulting in less bit
breakage.Understanding that durability,
accuracy and strength are key requirements for
professional results, the C.K Blue Steel Impact
Bits have been designed to dramatically increase
speed and productivity on the job and provide
unparalleled performance. Graham Godfrey, C.K
tools brand manager commented: “C.K tools
continuously looks to develop its product range
for the benefit of the end-user. We have
witnessed a rise in popularity of impact drills
among our dedicated focus group of tradesmen,
who expressed a need for durable impact bits
that would guarantee performance.”
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Two New Appointments at Marley Alutec
Marley Alutec welcomes the appointment of Simon
Lepine and Jason Littleboy to its area sales
management team. Adding members to its sales
team reaffirms Marley Alutec’s commitment to
continued growth and comes at an exciting time for
the company. With the launch of a newly updated
website, which includes access to its RIBA
accredited CPD seminar and industry-leading BIM
files, Marley Alutec continues to position itself for
further growth - and the two new appointments will
have a significant role to play in these plans. Simon
Lepine who will oversee South East, West and South

London is an experienced Area Sales Manager with over 20 years experience in the construction
industry. He will be responsible for continuing to grow sales of Marley Alutec’s high quality rainwater
and eaves solutions within these regions. Jason Littleboy is a similarly well-versed Area Sales Manager
with over 15 years experience in comparable roles. He is tasked with leading Marley Alutec’s East
Anglia, Northern Home Counties, North and East London areas, as well as continuing to maintain
positive relations between the company and merchants, contractors and architects. For more
information please visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk
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Kemper System Underwites Roof Refurb Success 
Kemper System’s Kemperol V210 has been used yet again to repair the
roof of Royal & Sun
A l l i a n c e ’ s
headquarters in
Horsham following
the success of a
project to refurbish
the building’s
balconies last year.
Within the central
part of the building there were three individual roof areas, covering a radius
of 400m2. These areas were overlaid to address leaks in the existing single
ply membrane. Roofing contractor, All Angles Roofing, carried out the six-
week project on behalf of principal contractor, RCL Services, including
repairs to the existing insulation. The scheme follows on from three
previous projects, spaced over two years, to repair three balcony areas,
covering a total of 710m2, on the same building where water ingress was
putting refurbished areas below at risk.  Several attempts to repair the roof
with other systems had failed to address the issue, but Royal & Sun
Alliance has no further leaks thanks to the Kemperol V210 overlay. All
Angles Roofing having cleaned and prepared the existing roof surface
applied Kemper System’s D primer.  The installation team then laid the
Kemperol V210 resin in a single wet-on-wet process that ensures complete
saturation of the reinforcement fleece.  Once cured the resin forms a
seamless, elastomeric waterproof membrane that bonds directly to the
substrate. Enquiry 39

Disruption Avoided Thanks to Sika Sarnafil 
Severe rainwater leaks in the
auditorium at Bracknell’s Kerith
Community Church were
causing big problems for those
using the building, forcing
events and activities to be
cancelled. Having already
completely re-slated the roof
once before, the Kerith Centre
management team knew it was

time for a change, with the help of Sika Sarnafil and Owlsworth Roofing.
Kerith Community Church’s imposing auditorium space sits below a
pitched, fan shaped roof structure, visible some 16 metres above at its
highest point. Due to its unusual shape, a certain type of rain coming
from one particular direction would breach the combination of slates and
lead-lined gutters, resulting in water landing on the very centre of the
auditorium stage. The Sarnafil Plus technical team created a bespoke
specification for the pitched roof – a fully adhered system including
Kingspan insulation, Sarnavap 5000E SA (a self-adhered vapour control
layer), and Sika Sarnafil G410-18ELF Lead Grey membrane. Although it
was a challenging project, the finished results using the Sarnafil G410-
18ELF Lead Grey membrane looked fantastic and the roof was awarded a
20 year guarantee from Sika, so the client can trust that they won’t have
to worry about the roof for many years to come. For more information on
Sika Sarnafil’s products and services, call 01707 394444, email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com or visit www.sarnafil.co.uk. Enquiry 46

Pasquill Generates Bespoke Posi-Attic Solution 
Pasquill, the largest supplier of
trussed rafters in the UK, has
created a bespoke posi-attic solution
for an impressive 290 sq.m five
bedroom property currently under
construction at Washingborough in
Lincolnshire. Working on behalf of
Elite Timber Homes, Pasquill
converted an original design using

traditional attic trusses into a version incorporating Posi-joistsTM.
Manufactured off-site by Pasquill, the posi-attic solution was then
delivered to site fully ready to be craned into position, supported by
design drawings detailing exactly where each posi-attic truss was to be
positioned. Attic trusses are manufactured in a similar way to standard
trusses, but due to increased loadings and their lack of full triangulation,
normally they have large timber sections. The traditional configuration of
attic trusses sees solid structural timber members used. However, in the
case of posi-attics the bottom chords are replaced with Posi-joistsTM, ie
a combination of the strength of a steel web with the light weight of
timber flanges. With their superior spanning capabilities, Posi-joistsTM
facilitate better design freedom, and are ideal for large room in the roof
applications. Since posi-attics are manufactured off-site and craned into
position, they offer distinct health and safety advantages. There are no
manual off-loading issues to contend with because instead of installers
having to access the bed of the delivery truck, straps around the posi-
attics enable a crane to offload safely. Enquiry 44

Dickies 2016 New Look Catalogue
The new Dickies 2016 catalogue is to be
launched in March with nearly 200 pages of
fresh photography on core lines, with new
graphics, icons, pictograms it is easy to follow.
It is packed with a number of exciting new
products and ranges with style, functionality
and quality being paramount in driving the
Dickies business forward.New products such
as ED24/7 trousers, they are not only
practical for the everyday working
environment but also comfortable and stylish.
Made from 245gsm fabric ensures they are
tough but light enough to retain agility.Also
new for this year is the Eisenhower premium
shorts which follows the popular Eisenhower
premium trouser with a mix of the premium fabrics, rip stop and cordura,
with a clever design of pocket details (zip off holster pockets). The fit has
been ergonomically designed to be able to move and provide maximum
comfort. The new shorts are available in black with additional tool pockets,
cordura with Teflon coating.Following on from the popular two tone range
is the two-tone high visibility range, which includes a jacket, hoodie,
trousers, T-shirt and waistcoat. The new styles are all certified to the new
high-visibility standard EN ISO 20471.To offer warmth while working,
Dickies have introduced the Lewiston jacket, power stretch softshell black
with grey contrast a two way mechanical stretch and comes with a bonded
fleece.  Visit www.dickiesworkwear.com or email uksales@dickies.com

Triflex Welcome New Talent to the Team! 
Triflex are pleased to
announce the appointment
of Mark Morrison and
James Johnston as
Business Development
Managers with
responsibility for the
M e r s e y s i d e / G r e a t e r
Manchester/Yorkshire and
South-East London / Kent
regions respectively. Craig
Smith, National Sales
Manager of Triflex
commented, “I am
delighted to welcome James and Mark to the team; their shared wealth
of knowledge and experience  will help to further strengthen the position
of Triflex at the forefront of the market for cold, liquid applied
waterproofing solutions in the UK”. James and Mark have worked within
the UK Construction sector for a number of years and both understand
the value of strong and interactive relationships with clients, specifiers
and Triflex authorised contractors.  James commented: “I am thrilled to
have the opportunity to join Triflex and work with such a progressive team
of people. Their cold liquid applied product offering continues to evolve
and strengthen behind an ongoing commitment to research and
development in Germany. I look forward to working closely with the UK
team and in further extending the reach of the trusted Triflex brand within
both the refurbishment and new-build market sectors of the
UK Construction industry”

Prater Commits to Offsite Management School 
Prater has
announced its
commitment
to the Offsite
Management
School, the
aim of which is
to make supply chain processes leaner, more efficient and more
sustainable. As the first specialist contractor to join the initiative – Prater
brings a new perspective to the discussions and will take part in a
number of key events going forward.  The Offsite Management School has
been developed to allow the supply chain in the construction industry to
address the challenges set by the UK Construction Strategy 2025. The
three key challenges are to construct infrastructure, buildings and homes
that use 50% less CO2, deliver projects in half the time and reduce the
cost of these assets over their operating lifetime by 33%. The aim of the
school is to foster a process of Construction Industrialisation to increase
efficiency through digital design, offsite manufacturing, logistics, onsite
assembly and best in class maintenance Prater’s Sales Director Kevin
Smith and Design and Technical Associate Director Stuart Whiting have
already both been invited to speak at the School’s well-attended events.
These sessions are for members wanting to adopt the principles of
standardisation, industrialisation and offsite construction into their own
businesses. For further information visit www.offsiteschool.com. To find
out more about Prater visit http://www.prater.co.uk or follow @praterltd
on Twitter. Enquiry 40
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Celotex Announces New Industry-Leading Flat
Roofing Range
Celotex, specialist PIR insulation providers
with over 90 years of experience in the
industry, unveils a new innovative range of
flat roofing solutions giving installers a
versatile, quality product range. The range
comprises three products: Celotex Crown-
Bond, Crown-Up and Crown-Fix. Celotex is
committed to continual product development
and is proud of their strong partnerships and
relationships throughout the world of
construction. Through collaborative customer relationships, internal
expertise and non-negotiable high standards, Celotex’s new Flat Roofing
range meets the high standards of integrity and performance the market
demands. The new Flat Roofing range has been created in conjunction
with contractors, installers and distributors. It was developed and
rigorously tested for 18 months prior to launch to ensure the result is of
the highest standard, while giving installers a solution to meet their
needs. Celotex Crown-Bond in particular embodies their values of
expertise and clever solutions, offering cutting edge thinness and
thermal performance. Not only does this new range provide the practical
excellence and performance required, but Celotex customers enjoy the
benefits of personal expert advice, support and service synonymous with
the brand’s name, which is unmatched in the market. In addition,
Celotex’s unrivalled, intuitive online support gives customers access to
practical project management tools, including an easy to use U-value
calculator. Visit www.celotex.co.uk. 

Enquiry 12

New Brochure Introduces TREMCO’s High
Performance Liquid Roof Membrane
The phenomenal performance of TREMCO’s
rapid cure roofing membranes is detailed in
a new brochure now available from tremco
illbruck. The four-page brochure introduces
the CP380/CP930 ETAG OO5-approved
system which is based on PUMA technology
– utilising the flexibility of polyurethane with
rapid cure and low temperature cure of
methyl methacrylate. Suitable for new-build
and refurbishment projects, the new Rapid
Cure Roof System can be applied directly to
most roof substrates without the need for a
primer. For refurbishment projects, this has
the advantage of being able to waterproof
almost any roof surface without removing
the existing system and exposing the
habitable space below to a risk of water
ingress. Flexible and versatile, TREMCO’s Rapid Cure Roofing System can
form the most complex details and can be applied at any temperature
from 0oC to 30oC – meaning that it can be used all year round. With a
typical cure time of less than one hour at any temperature, the membrane
is rain-fast just 30 minutes after application. All coats can, therefore, be
applied in just one day, massively reducing time and cost. For further
information on tremco illbruck, please call 01942 251400 or
visit www.tremco-illbruck.com.

Shetland Isles’ Hjaltland Housing Association
Chooses Icopal’s Decra Roofing
Hjaltland Housing Association was
so impressed by the performance of
Decra at a previous development, it
asked the manufacturer, Icopal, to
develop a bespoke product for its
latest project of 26 new build
properties in Lerwick. Last
November, the Shetland Islands
battled with 200mph winds and
many traditional tiles on houses
blew off. However, thanks to the classic Decra tile in black with anti-moss
installed at Hjaltland Housing Association’s ‘Hillock’ scheme, residents
didn’t suffer the same issues, as the Decra tiles stayed put and
undamaged. In fact, even three years after installation, they still look
brand new. Richard Smith from Hjaltland Housing Association
commented on the decision to specifiy Icopal’s Decra again, saying, “We
were impressed with the classic Decra tiles used on our ‘Hillock Scheme‘
and the 40 year insurance backed guarantee offered by Icopal. When
Icopal produced a bespoke product to offer us the Decra Stratos tile in
black with anti moss coating, we were delighted. Because, in Shetland, we
experience extreme weather conditions and have a salt laden atmosphere
during storm conditions, it is important that we specify durable and
weatherproof tiles to keep homes secure.” Icopal is offering free upgrades
of Decra tiles to existing customers on the Shetland Islands,
with further information available at www.decra.co.uk.

Enquiry 6
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SterlingOSB – a name that means business
When you buy a commodity product like cement or aggregate,
the name on the packaging seldom matters. But that’s not the
case with OSB, it seems.
Recent research carried out on behalf of Norbord has found that
a whopping 80% of both builders and builders’ merchants react
positively to the SterlingOSB brand name. SterlingOSB is the
UK’s leading brand of oriented strand board and the name and
logo can be seen on building sites the length and breadth of the
UK. With a reputation for quality, durability and availability, the
name SterlingOSB carries weight with both buyers and
stockists. The term “Sterling board” has even become a generic
term for all OSB – a fact that, while flattering, has potential
negative impact when applied to inferior products. You can
always tell genuine SterlingOSB because the name and logo is
printed clearly on the product. So if you want the real deal and
all the benefits of buying a quality, UK-made product,
SterlingOSB is the name to look out for. This might also explain why a surprising 46% of merchant
staff also recall SterlingOSB by name when asked about OSB generically.
For further information, call 01786 812 921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk. Enquiry 13

Sika Liquid Plastics Restores the Past at York Theatre Royal
As part of a £4.1 million re-development project at the
prestigious York Theatre Royal, Briggs Amasco Leeds and Sika
Liquid Plastics delivered an outstanding roof refurbishment,
requiring extremely complex detailing around 31 new roof
lights. Standing in the heart of the city for 270 years, the
wished to make huge improvements to the theatre’s facilities.
Transforming the building to make it more sustainable was
high on the agenda, as well as protecting its heritage. William
Birch and Sons Ltd were awarded the contract for the re-
development and Briggs Amasco Leeds tasked with
refurbishing the flat roofs. The area that presented the biggest
challenge was the Grade II* Listed flat roof that had an original
50 year old asphalt covering which was clearly at the end of its life. Sika Liquid Plastics sent a huge
sample to the Trust, which included the full roof light and surround, to make sure that the client was
happy with the solution. The teamwork between Briggs Amasco, Sika Liquid Plastics and WR Dunn
ensured requirements for sustainability, heritage and aesthetics were met. Work kicked off in
September 2015 to install a warm built up roof covered with Decothane Delta 25 – a thermal upgrade
that tied in with clients requirements for improved sustainability. For further information visit
http://gbr.liquidplastics.sika.com or call the Enquiry Line on 0800 112 3826.

Filon GRP Rooflights Create Ideal
Storage Conditions 

Over 3700m2 of Filon Monarch F GRP barrel vault
rooflights have been installed at the Lidl
Distribution Centre in Runcorn, Cheshire as part
of a refurbishment programme by Ascot Property
Maintenance Ltd. The existing polycarbonate
barrel vault rooflights had started to fail,
resulting in water ingress in some areas of the
building. A further long-term problem with the
existing rooflights was direct, un-diffused light
which was causing glare and localised heat build-
up: both unwelcome characteristics in a
warehouse environment. Darren Fletcher of Ascot
Property Maintenance takes up the story: “We
were aware of the light diffusing capabilities of
Filon GRP rooflights, so we contacted Filon
Products to help us demonstrate this to Lidl’s
Facilities Management team.” Filon’s technical
team responded with samples and recommended
the company’s Monarch F GRP barrel vault
rooflights as the ideal replacement solution due
to their excellent light diffusing properties and
suitability for use on curved metal profiled roofs.
In addition to meeting Lidl’s needs for improved
light diffusion, Filon rooflights offer high strength,
allowing the installation to achieve the required
Class B non-fragility rating. High energy efficiency
was another key factor in the rooflight. Visit
www.filon.co.uk.

DeWalt Launches All New Line of Pneumatic Nailers
DeWalt is launching an all-new line of maximum performance
pneumatic nailers, for fast, continuous fixing applications such as
framing, flooring and finishing. Selected models in this advanced air-
powered range feature DEWALT’s innovative Precision Point technology
for precise nail placement, even in confined spaces, thanks to a
significantly smaller nosepiece. DeWalt’s new air-powered nailing range
provides a low maintenance, high productivity solution for regular, high
volume users. Boasting low running costs, the new pneumatic nailers
are fast, reliable, and relatively light weight, making them ideal for
large scale applications. In addition, they incur no loss of power at low
temperature, even down to _40oC, and with no combustion exhaust
gases they can be used in poorly ventilated areas. DeWalt’s pneumatic
nailing solution includes the new DPC10QTC Quiet Compressor with
twin outlets and roll cage to protect key components. This Quiet
Compressor has a low noise level of just 71.5/89dBA – almost half the
noise of existing DEWALT.  The new Quiet Compressor is able to run in

either vertical (higher pick up) or horizontal (low CG) positon and is extremely lightweight (20.4kg)
and compact, making it easy to carry and store. For more information e-mail: fixings@DEWALT.com
or visit the website: www.DEWALT.co.uk.

Vacuum System Helps Fill Void in Student Accommodation
Property developer Downing has continued its
reputation for innovation through to the roof at one
of its latest projects, the £60m Beith St in Glasgow.
Contractor McKay Roofing recommended Protan’s
vacuum technology to help address Downing’s
requirements for a system that delivered speed of
install, even at 10 storeys high, and the need to
detail around over 30 service penetrations across
the 1750m2 roof. “An adhered system was originally
specified, but that would require a huge number of
fixings because of the complexity and height of the
roof,” observed Protan’s Fraser Maitland. “Protan is
unique in featuring a vacuum system, and the concept was ideal for this: it is much quicker to install,
requires fewer fixings, and the height of the roofs and exposed location on the banks of the River Kelvin
suits its performance principles.” The Protan EXG (specifically manufactured for use directly onto
polystyrene insulation) was mechanically-fixed at the perimeter, and the Protan vacuum vents inserted
across the roof plane. Air movement across the roof and through the vents creates suction, drawing
air from between the membrane and airtight substrate below, causing the single ply to ‘stick’ to the
roof. The stronger the wind, the more the membrane adheres to the roof structure.

Bilco Roof Access Hatch Stands
to Attention at RAF Mildenhall

A Bilco 1270mm x 1820mm D-50T roof access
hatch has been installed on The Water Well
Building at RAF Mildenhall in Suffolk. The
Water Well Building is built into the landscape
and houses a borehole, which provides drinking
water for the facility, and Bilco’s D-50T roof
access hatch is providing a convenient means
of access for maintenance. “We have used
Bilco products a number of times in the past
and know that we will be supplied with a quality
product that meets the demands of its
environment,” explains Danny Galvin, Quantity
Surveyor, VINCI Construction UK. “On a
building where people will need to gain regular
access to a space for ongoing maintenance, an
access hatch that is easy to use and suitable
for moving large equipment through is ideal
and the Bilco D-50T fitted the bill perfectly.”
ompression spring operators make the D-50T
easy to use, even with one hand, whilst the
automatic hold-open arm locks mean that the
doors will remain in the open position whilst
equipment and personnel pass through the
hatch safely. The D-50T roof access hatch is
built from corrosion resistant materials and is
available in a range of sizes to suit any
application. For more information visit:
www.bilcouk.com
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Seamsil® Protects and Extends Roof Life at Total
Fitness Centres
Altrincham is the latest Total Fitness
Centre to get a roof makeover with
Seamsil® the UK’s leading Cut Edge
Corrosion Treatment. During the last
3 years, 17 of the famous physical
fitness centres have benefitted from
the application of Seamsil®, part of a
time-proven remedial system for the
external repair of profiled steel roof
sheeting. It’s over 20 years since
Delvemade invented its patented silicone external repair system, for cut
edge corrosion on profiled plastisol/PVDF coated steel roof sheeting.
Delvemade devised an effective and long-term solution to a problem to
cut edge corrosion. It is caused predominantly by attack from acid rain
and pollutants. This results in corrosion of the profiled steel roof sheets.
If not treated quickly and effectively, the damage could lead to the need
for partial or complete roof replacement. Today, Delvemade Protective
Coatings Programme, is widely recognised as the most effective
sustainable solution to the problems. It helps to extend the life of roofs
treated and retain the value of the building stock. Approved contractor, D
& D, is carrying out the installation contract for all Total Fitness centres
throughout the UK. Delvemade’s sole distributor, Giromax, is responsible
for product control and specification whilst overseeing all UK
installations. Visit www.delvemade.co.uk.

Enquiry 31

Prot-Ecting the Build and Environment
South Yorkshire Fire & Rescue has
gone green to protect its frontline.
BAM Construction has built two new
fire stations, at Birley and Parkway,
for the Service. The stations feature a
combination of single ply and green
roof, constructed by FCB Roofing
using Protan VB250 vapour control
layer topped with Protan SE
membrane on the flat roofs, and G
membrane to create the green roof.
“The whole project is about achieving best value for service delivery and
the environment,” explained FCB’s Tony Comrie. “The client decided
building two new stations would be more cost-effective and efficient in the
long term than maintaining the ageing stations. The same rationale was
applied to the new station designs: both include environmental features
such as the green roof, air heat source pumps, and PV panels. We
continued that approach in our construction of the roofs: in this case,
Protan was the most efficient solution to creating two different types of
roof, cost-effectively. We could obtain all the key components from one
source, and have great technical back-up.” Added Simon Hancock, Protan
Technical Manager, “Protan champions the fact that its products are
made from environmentally-friendly raw materials, and manufactured
using hydro power. They are also welded using hot air- the most
environmentally-friendly welding technique.” 

Visit www.protan.co.uk. Enquiry 35

Glidevale Introduces Versa-Tile G5 Universal Tile
Ventilator for Retrofit Roofs 

Glidevale, the specialist building
products and ventilation solutions
provider, has extended its tile
ventilator range with a new and
improved version of its Versa-Tile
G5 tile ventilator and terminal
solution. The Versa-Tile G5’s
universal design provides a single
solution for the majority of single
lap tiles*, resolving tile profile
matching challenges. With a sleek,
new lower profile and guaranteed
20,000mm2 ventilation area, it can be used for all roof space ventilation
requirements and is  ideal for retrofit roof space ventilation following the
installation of increased roof or loft insulation. It is AA fire rated and can
be adapted into a soil ventilation pipe or mechanical extraction terminal.
Manufactured from robust ABS and polypropylene, the Versa-Tile G5 has
a multi-coat, water-based, environmentally friendly UV-resistant coating.
The Versa-Tile G5 incorporates Aluflash, a flexible adhesive-backed
aluminium flashing at the leading front edge, which ensures weathering
and wind uplift security. With the Versa-Tile range 15 year proven
performance, the Versa-Tile G5 ventilator is suitable for 20° - 60° roof
pitches. Contact: 0161 905 5700, email sales@glidevale.com or
www.glidevale.com. *Not recommended for use with plain tiles, clay single
pantiles, interlocking slates, and certain small format tiles
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Product Launch Success Introduces RCM
RCM experienced great interest in their new Tilcor Tiles and DAFA product
ranges launched at the RCI Show recently. Ian Quinton, MD of RCM said:
"This was a fantastic opportunity to showcase our extended product
portfolio. The Tilcor Tiles and DAFA and airtightness seal ranges were very
well received and we look forward to working with key roofing contractors
in the near future." The stone coated and satin-finished Tilcor roofing
system incorporates cutting-edge Zincalume protective steel, which gives
the tiles longevity and a service life over that of traditional galvanised tiles
- delivering a visually appealing finish and long term durability. The Tilcor
range of pressed metal roofing tiles includes five distinctive profiles.
Meanwhile, the wide DAFA product range incorporates membranes and
seals for creating airtight building envelopes, including: breathable
membranes EPDM Weather Resistant Seals and Vapour Control Layer (VCL)
Tapes. RCM can also supply a full array of building boards and facades, brackets and insulation.
RCM offers a one-stop shop - offering customers economies of scale including reduced delivery
costs, assisting in time management and co-ordination, single-source supply and components can
be adapted to a particular specification in order to meet build objectives and eliminate compatibility
issues. For those interested in finding out more, RCM provide informative CPD sessions.
For more details call 0845 1303725 or visit www.buildingboards.co.uk.
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Redland Launches First Dry Verge for 15x9 Tiles
Redland’s new products, the Rapid Verge and Ambi-Dry
Verge for Redland 49 tiles and Fenland Pantiles, have the
roofing industry covered, being the first dry verges created
specifically for use with these tiles. As with other Redland
products, the dry verge systems have been designed to
assist contractors.  This verge is quick to install and can
be adapted on site to fit either the left or right hand side.
With new dry-fixing requirements in effect, the new verge
system provides a mortar-free solution designed to be
mechanically fixed and is therefore considered a
secondary fixing required under BS 5534.  Quicker to
install than a mortar verge, it can also be installed in any
weather condition and eliminates the need for an

undercloak. Available in the full range of colours to match the corresponding tile, the dry verges are
specifically designed to fit the 15x9 tile range. Colours include: Grey, Terracotta, Brown and Red in the
Ambi-Dry Verge and Slate Grey and Rust in the Rapid Verge, all of which are now in stock at Redland.
Supplied in packs of 10, the pack contains everything required for a neat and secure fixing including
Batten End Clips and stainless steel nails. Further fixing information can be found at
www.redland.co.uk/fixings. Enquiry 25

Midland Lead Launches New
Cladding Solution at RCI 2016

Midland Lead, leading British manufacturer of
machine cast lead, launched a new range of metal
cladding solutions at this year’s RCI Show.
Industry professionals visiting Midland Lead’s
stand saw the firm’s new customised cladding
range for individual facades, available in zinc,
copper, aluminium and lead. MD Boudewijn
Tuinenburg explains that diversifying into metal
cladding was a natural progression for Midland
Lead and a response to customer demand:
“Having established our reputation as a
manufacturer of high-quality lead sheet, we’ve
built up extensive expertise in the metals arena.
Keen to expand our offering, metal cladding was a
natural bolt-on to our current product range and a
great way to offer our customer base a new range
of architectural design solutions,” says Boudewijn.
As well as opening up new possibilities for a
building’s aesthetics and working to preserve the
structure, the new metal cladding solution is an
environmentally-friendly, lightweight,
weatherproof product that offers a full suite of
practical features, including fast installation, low
maintenance, large panel size opportunities and
pre-fabrication options. Launched under Midland
Lead’s Construction arm, the introduction marks
part of a longer-term strategy that will see the firm
diversify into differing markets and products,
alongside its core business of manufacturing and
suppling machine cast lead. 

Sika Sarnafil Solution Creates Luxury Gardens for Residents
A stone’s throw from South Bank, BREEAM certified London
Square development, Bermondsey Village, is a mixed-use new
build ofluxury apartments with a communal garden area and
balconies, which required a clever roofing solution from Sika
Sarnafil, Sky Garden and Contour Roofing. The client wanted
an ‘all singing, all dancing’ solution that would deliver superior
performance and a flawless finish, in line with the luxury flats.
Jonathan Woods, Contour Roofing, suggested using Sika
products, as the roofing project was complex and expansive,
requiring expert advice and planning. He explained that Sika
give the best for support to both contractor and client, and

would be the ideal option. The main roof, balconies and podium over a car park used a full warm
ballasted system with Sarnafil G410-18EL Light Grey as the main roof sheet and Sarnafil G410-15EL
Light Grey and S327-15EL Light Grey for the flashings. The design of the communal gardens was
intricate and detailed, especially around roof lights, podium and upstands. Sikalastic Liquid Applied
Membrane was used, demonstrating the compatibility between Sika’s roofing products. All work was
finished to an extremely high standard, as was the aesthetic requirement of the client, achieving a
20 year guarantee from Sika. For more information on Sika Sarnafil’s products and services, call
01707 394444, email sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com or visit www.sarnafil.co.uk. 

ANS Global Awarded Best of
Houzz 2016

ANS Global has won Best of Customer Service
on Houzz®, the leading platform for home
renovation and design.  The creator of living
walls and green roofs, was chosen by more than
35 million monthly unique users that comprise
the Houzz community; from among more than
one million active home building, renovating and
design industry professionals. The Best Of
Houzz is awarded annually in three categories:
Design, Customer Service and Photography.
Customer Service honours are based on several
factors, including the number and quality of
client reviews a professional received in 2015. A
“Best Of Houzz 2016” badge will appear on
winners’ Houzz profiles, as a sign of their
commitment to excellence. These badges help
homeowners identify popular and top-rated
home professionals in every metro area on
Houzz. Scott Anderson, Director at ANS Global,
commented: “ANS Global’s customers are
integral to its success, so to be recognised as
leaders in customer service by users of Houzz –
a prevalent and well-respected design platform
– is a fantastic achievement.  We look forward to
continuing to develop strong connections with
our clients during 2016”. For more information
on ANS Global, visit www.ansgroupglobal.com.
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Get Roofing & Cladding Covered with Catnic’s Latest Product Guide
Catnic has introduced a new product guide to support its latest
innovation, the SSR2 standing seam roofing and cladding system. The
SSR2 Roof & Cladding Product Guide delivers all the information
required for the specification, merchant sales support, installation and
on-going maintenance of the new system in both residential and
commercial settings. The new product guide provides a thorough
overview of the SSR2 system and includes sustainability credentials
of both the roofing and cladding systems’ manufacture and
performance. For specifiers it presents the materials and various
finishes available. Importantly all engineering aspects are covered,
with reference to wind loading, acoustics, fire, impact resistance,
condensation risks and lightning risk. Standard details are provided
for SSR2 roofing, with technical explanations of its use in both warm
and cold roof constructions. Meanwhile for cladding, both vertical and
horizontal cladding installations are detailed. There are installation
guidelines for the use of the SSR2 system in each application. In
addition the product guide features a useful review of the ancillary

products in the SSR2 range, including soffits, fascias, guttering, photovoltaic fixings and pipe
penetrations. For installers the guide also covers practical issues, such as safe storage
and handling onsite. To download a copy of the product guide visit www.catnic.com. Enquiry 24
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Win the latest DEWALT Pneumatic

Nailer and Ultra Quiet Compressor

ROOFING TODAY
READER OFFER

DEWALT is offering two lucky Roofing Today readers a

chance to get their hands on the latest DPN9033SM

Framing Nailer and DPC10QTC Quiet Compressor from its

all-new line of maximum performance pneumatic nailers.

The new air-powered nailing range provides a low
maintenance, high productivity fastening solution for even
the most demanding roofing applications, including timber
to timber first fixing, roof battening, cladding and more. 

Up for grabs is the DEWALT DPN9033SM, a short
magazine pneumatic framing nailer, specially designed for
easy access in tight spaces and with the power to drive

nails from 50-90mm. Weighing in at just
3.5kg, this lightweight nailer features a
sequential trigger type and uses 33o Paper
Tape and Wire Weld Stick Nails. It has a
generous magazine capacity of 38-50 nails for
fast, continuous fixing on site.

The lucky winners will also receive a DEWALT DPC10QTC
Quiet Compressor (in a choice of 110v or 240v) which
features twin outlets and roll cage to protect key
components. With a low noise level of just 71.5/89dBA 

– almost half the noise of
existing DEWALT compressors 
– the advanced compressor
design ensures ultra quiet
operation on site. In addition,
DEWALT’s new Quiet
Compressor is able to run in
either vertical (higher pick up)
or horizontal (low CG) positon
and is extremely lightweight
(20.4kg) and compact, making
it easy to carry and store.

For more information visit
www.DEWALT.co.uk.

For the chance to win a DEWALT DPN9033SM Framing

Nailer and DPC10QTC Quiet Compressor for FREE just

complete the Advertising Enquiry Card and tick the

Reader Offer box.

Alternatively, email your contact details to

readeroffer@roofingtoday.co.uk

The two winners will be selected at random from all

entries received by 30th May 2016.

Industry Events 

14-17 April 2016

Homebuilding and Renovation Show 
Demos, seminars, one-to-one consultations, educational

exhibitions

2015: 30,000 visitors, 500 exhibitors

NEC, Birmingham www.homebuildingshow.co.uk

4-5 May 2016

All-Energy 2016
All renewable and sustainable technologies. Full seminar and

conference programme. 

2015: 8,250 visitors, 385 exhibitors

The SECC, Glasgow, Scotland www.all-energy.co.uk

13 May 2016

NFRC Roofing Awards
Gathering all the main players in the UK roofing industry to

recognise and celebrate the best workmanship and health &

safety on projects across all roofing disciplines.

2015: 600+ guests

Hilton London Metropole Hotel, London W2 www.nfrc.co.uk

21-22 June 2016

IOSH Conference 2016
The Institution of Occupational Safety and Health’s flagship

event provides a platform to meet with internationally

renowned specialists and best-in-class speakers.

2015: 800+ attendees

Excel Centre, London www.ioshconference.co.uk

21-24 September 2016

100% Design London 2016 
Brings together design and architectural industry professionals

for new surfaces, materials, processes and components.

2015: 27,000 visitors, 610 exhibitors

Olympia, London www.100percentdesign.co.uk

12-13 October 2016

Offsite Construction Show
For construction, design and engineering specialists. Techniques

and methods, education programme, industry perspective,  new

products, supply chain, hosted buyer event.

2015: 2,000+ visitors, 80 exhibitors

Excel, London www.off-siteshow.co.uk

18-20 October 2016

UK Construction Week 
Nine shows under one roof for all professionals and trades

involved in the built environment. Seminars, demonstrations,

debates and discussions.

2015: 24,342 visitors, 1,000 exhibitors

NEC, Birmingham www.ukconstructionweek.com

26-27 October 2016

London Build Expo
All areas of construction covered, across Greater London and

the South East. Six zones: materials, green build, plant,

infrastructure, building, interiors. CPDs. Meet the buyers.

2015: 2,000 visitors, 150 exhibitors

Olympia, London www.londonbuildexpo.com

17-19 November 2016

The Skills Show
Hosts roofing Skillbuild finals. Industries’ showcase to inform

and recruit young people. Buzzing with the energy of 14-20+

year olds. 

2015:  78,324 visitors. Free to visit.

NEC, Birmingham www.theskillsshow.com

Diary

http://www.buildingboards.co.uk
http://www.ansgroupglobal.com
http://www.redland.co.uk/fixings
mailto:sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com
http://www.sarnafil.co.uk
http://www.catnic.com
http://www.DEWALT.co.uk
mailto:readeroffer@roofingtoday.co.uk
http://www.homebuildingshow.co.uk
http://www.all-energy.co.uk
http://www.nfrc.co.uk
http://www.ioshconference.co.uk
http://www.100percentdesign.co.uk
http://www.off-siteshow.co.uk
http://www.ukconstructionweek.com
http://www.londonbuildexpo.com
http://www.theskillsshow.com
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